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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Hi the current knowledge e)q)losion era, a successful individual needs skills in
interdisc^linary fields. In some fields of electrical engmeeiing, such as microelectronics,
knowledge of physics, materials and sometimes even business are demanded for a person >^o
can now hardly be distinguished between an engineer or a scientist. It is the belief of the
current author that this trend will continue. It is this belief that motivated the author to study
two seeming]^ imrelated subjects in one single thesis. One topic deals with traditional solar
energy conversion by photovoltaic devices, and the other deals with an une?q)lored subject,
geometry efifects in quantum well structures.
This thesis is organized as follows: Part I), e:q)erimental investigations of
hydrogenated amorphous silicon substrate n^/i/p^ solar cells. This section starts with an
introduction that discusses the purpose of the work and gives an overview of the subject.
This is then followed by a descr^tion of the &brication and characterization techniques used
in this work. Finally, the resuhs and conchisions are presented. Part 11), fimdamental
properties of quantum wells in cylindrical geometry and applications to electronics and
photonics. This part includes an mtroduction containing a statement of purpose and an
overview of the project. This is followed by a discussion of the methods wdiich have been
applied to study the particular stmctures. The analytical results, along with the several
proposed applications m electronics and photonics, are presented in the subsequent sections.
The thesis is concluded by a general conclusion.
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PART 1:

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF HYDROGENATED
AMORPHOUS SHJCON SUBSTRATE

SOLAR CELLS

3

1. INTRODUCTION
Statement of purpose
This work was aimed at developing a technique for &bricating substrate n^/i/p^ solar
cells based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) material and to look for alternatives,
by designing better structure, to in^rove the device stability wUch is a long standing
technological problem encoimtered in the photovoltaic applications of a-Si;H solar cells.
More specificalfy, this work was to show a very original idea that the active part of the device
can provide more stable performance if it is grown on the top of a ten^late layer vsMch
provides the needs for a better a-Si:H network. The significance of this idea is that the
midgap a-Si:H cell in a tandem cell will not suffer fi:om the degradation imder prolonged light
e;q>osure w^en the bottom solar cell is designed properly and provides the ten:q>late layer,
such as a cell made by microcrystalline silicon (|iC -Si).
Overview
Everything is a coiiq>romise and so is the a-Si:H based technology. While it enjoys the
advantages of mass production and low ten^erature processmg, it suffers the major drawback
that a-Si:H material depends critical)^ on the &brication history as well as the environment it
encounters. The study of amorphous semiconductors began in the SO's and 60's w^en growth
technologies were becommg mature and the semiconductor industry was emerging. Silicon
(Si), one of the most abundant materials \\Mch happens to

into the category of a

semiconductor, has been a material to be studied for many applications. In the late 60's [1],
the study of non-ciystaUine Si started and resuhed in several significant advances. Since then,
enormous progress has been achieved and a large amount of e>q)erimental data has been
acciunulated. The a-Si:H photovoltaic technology, wUch aims at efficient energy conversion
firomnon polluting sun light, was developed in the midst of the booming of a-Si:H research.
Today, the energy conversion devices, solar cell in its conventional name, is being seen in
many places fiom sinqple calculators to large solar plants in the desert.
The desire to eliminate potential energy problems in the fiitore as well as the pollution
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problems of conventional energy sources has been the matn motivation to achieve high stable
efficiency solar cells made from materials that could be deposited in the form of thin films
E>ue to the high absorption of a-Si:H material for the vi^le li^t, a-Si:H solar cells can be
made as thin as 10"^ cm. The first a-Si:H solar ceU [2] v^as made after successfiil doping of aSi;H by boron (p type) and pho^horus (n type) in the presence of hydrogai was achieved.
The hydrogen effectively reduces the defect states in the material so that the Fermi level can
be moved [3]. As the research continued, it was realized that the single junction a-Si;H solar
ceU encountered limitations. Later on, a window concept [4] was mtroduced wUch mvolved
alloying of a-Si:H with carbon so that the light absorbed in the p^ layer could be minimized.
Texturing the sur&ce of the electrodes [5] was then introduced to yield high efficiency by
trapping the light in the cell and keeping the mmimum path for the photo-generated carriers to
travel under the mtemal electric field. With anti-reflection coating on the surface, the
conversion efficiency reached more than 11%. The next step was to grade the pVi inter&ce
so that the p^ and intrinsic (I) layers are smoothly connected and the interface states are
reduced [6]. To achieve even higher conversion efficiency, highly conductive p^ and n^ layers
are required to fiuther reduce the carrier losses. This is where low-ten^erature deposhed ^cSi plays an in^ortant role. The multilayer nature of the solar ceU kdicates that the mterfaces
among different layers are inq)ortant, especially for the stability of the devi..u. It is now
realized that the Umit of 15% stable efficient solar cell based on a-Si:H and its alloys will very
likely be achieved by the tandem cell [7] in wiiich li^t is effectively broken into several
sections and collected effectively in each region.
One of the major problems of a-Si:H based solar cells is the unstable performance
when subjected to prolonged light e^^osure. This is the result of the Staebler-Wronski effect
[8]. The structural and electronic properties of a-Si:H material are degraded under
illumination. The mechanism of this phenomenon is still under debate. Many have believed
that the weak bonds in the a-Si:H network are broken by the recombination of the photogenerated electron and hole pairs ta the vicinity of the weak bonds and more defect states are
created [9], These defect states can be eliminated agam by thermal treatment, and the original
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properties of the material are recovered. The creation of defect states causes several
consequences for the a-Si:H solar cell It first creates recombination centers for the photogenerated electrons and holes, and therefore reduces the probability for collect them. Second,
it changes the previously optimized structure vsiiich provides the electric field in the solar cell
Finally, the change of material quality also afTects the interfaces between di£ferent layers.
When the inter&ce is degraded, the space-charge region is reduced and the mtemal electric
field decreases.
Ii general, there are two approaches to improve the stability of a-Si:H solar cells. The
first is to in:q)rove the material quality so that the degradation of a-Si;H can be mmimized.
This is usually done by controlling the chemistry during the growth. It was foimd that a-Si:H
films grown by electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) remote plasma deposition are more stable
vs^en subjected to light soakmg [10]. The deposition method is used to control the surface
chemical reaction in a regime that yields fewer unwanted radicals. It was recently proposed
and demonstrated that fxc-Si material yields more stable solar cells by virtually elimmating the
weak bonds [11].
Another approach is to design the device properly so that a strong electric field exists
inside the cell, and the photo-generated electrons and holes would still be swept to the p^ and
n^ regions even in the presence of increasmg defect states. This is usually done by reducing
the thickness of the I layer, introducing band grading by conq)ositional variation and change of
growth conditions such as the tenq)erature, and invoking highly conductive p.c-Si n"^ and p"^
layers so that a strong electric field can be biiilt up. In general, ^c-Si meets the material
requirement and yields the strong electric field. It is e?qpected to be the future path toward
stable, efficient solar cells after the following problems are solved: a) the interfacmg with the I
layer; b) the alloying with C and Ge, and the doping of these alloys; c) the tunneling junctions;
d) the control of thickness.
Another inq>ortant application of a-Si:H material is the thin-film transistor [12] vs^ch
is widely used in flat panel displays. The operation of an a-Si:H TFT is very different fi-om
that of crystalline MOSFET due to the defective nature of a-Si:H. However, an a-Si:H TFT
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usually displays similar behavior to the ciystalline MOSFET in the normal operation condition.
When the operation speed becomes hi^ the defective nature of a-Si;H starts to aflfect the
performance of the a-Si:H TFT. Similar to a-Si:H solar cells, a-Si:H TFT's also fice the
degradation of performance after prolonged usage. The predommant effect is the shifting of
the threshold vohage. This is due to the collision between high speed electrons and the a-Si:H
network, leading to the breakmg of the weak bonds and creation of defect states. Therefore,
the voltage reqiiired to accumulate same amount of electrons near the channel moves toward a
large value. This problem can be inq)roved by realizing the asymmetric nature of the
conduction and valence tail states [13]. When one incoiporates metals that create a positive
Schottky barrier \\iiich depletes the electron away fiom the a-Si:H, an internal electric field is
induced. This electric field extends into the a-Si:H active layer. As the defect states increase
after prolonged usage, the amount of electrons depleted fi:om the valence tail state into the
metal is larger than the electrons that are needed to fill the conduction tail states. Therefore,
an additional electric field is induced, v\^ch con:q>ensates the electric field that is needed to
accumulate same amount electrons near the channel after the increase of defect states. Figure
1.1 shows two different designs. In the left one, the electric field at the surface of the a-Si:H
active layer is diminished to a very small value due to the passivation by the insulator, such as
Si02 and Si3N4. In the ri^t design, the metal on the top of the a-Si;H active layer creates an
electric field wUch extends into the active layer. The numerical results, shown in Figure 1.2,
demonstrate that the change of the critical electric field that is needed to align the Fermi level
with the conduction band edge, \^iIich is also proportional to the shift of threshold voltage, is
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inq)roved by a factor of 4 for a 0.3 ^ thick a-Si:H active layer, in the presence of a
degradation that the defect states increase by a &ctor of five.
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2. a-Si:H FILM AND SOLAR CELL BY TRIODE PECVD
General properties of a-Si:H material
a-Si:H material is a disordered network originating &omthe topological arrangement
of Si atoms and the conq)ositional substitution of other atoms as shown in Figure 2. la. If one
starts to consider a-Si;H in terms of crystals such as the band theory, one £bids that the
absence of the symmetry makes the task impossible. However, a-Si;H does show some
features that a crystal displays, such as bemg transparent and opaque to certam light. Due to
the lack of symmetry, a-Si:H has no crystal direction and the electron transition excited by
photon absorption is a direct process, leading to a higjli absorption. The bonding theory
[14,15] successfully explams many a-Si:H phenomena. The basic pictiure is shown in Figure
2. lb. The discrete energy levels of the single atom start to overlap each other as more and
more atoms are brought together. When the wavefimction of each atom shares the same
symmetry, the energy levels tend to stay close. Since only two symmetries are involved, the
states distinguish themselves mto two sets, the conduction band and the valence band.
Meanv^e, the disordered nature of the material also introduces states in the middle, resulting
in a continuum distribution of defect states.
In the presence of hydrogen, the quality of a-Si:H meets the general requirements for
electronic and optical applications. What hydrogen does is to find the unboimded Si bonds in
the network, also called danglmg bonds, and to attach them to make the local charge neutral
(a)
Itnpurilies
Random
network

band

— H-S bond

Figure 2.1.
network.

Asymmetry
states

Denying

angle atom
eriengy level

Syrrmetry
states
Multiple atom
a5i:H network
energy level
energy level

Schematic of a-Si:H network and the bondmg theory to describe the
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Hydrogen also does chemical etching during the growth and makes the a-Si;H network more
homogenous. When the hydrogen content in the a-Si:H network reaches about 10% atomic
weight, the midgap defect states are on the order of lO'^ cm"'eV\ This gives reasonably
good carrier transportation properties such as the carrier lifetime and mobility. Figure 2.2
shows the density of states (DOS) for an a-Si:H network w^ch has been shown m the
literature [16]. It generally consists of three dijOTerent segments. The one with DOS larger
than 10^' cm'^eV' is called extended states in AA^ch carriers behave like m a crystal The
states follow the extended states are called tail states. They are usually e?q)ressed as an
exponential fimction of energy. The slopes of the e7q>onential fimctions, often called Urbach
energy, are about 25 and 50 meV for conduction and valence band tail states, respectively.
The final segment is called midgap states wiiich is about lO'^ cm'^eV' for high quality a-Si:H.
It should be pointed out that this DOS is a siiiq)lified version of real materials wUch usually
show more conq)licated distribution of the states.
The doping of a-Si:H is achieved by introducing dopants such as boron and
phosphorus during the growth. The dynamics of the doping process in a-Si:H is very
conq)licated due to the defective nature of a-Si:H and research in this subject encounters
difficulties. Usually, there are two positions that the dopant atoms can go. When the dopant
atoms replace the Si site in the network, they are electricalfy active. Due to the random nature
of the network, the dopant can also occupy sites in A^ch the bonds of the dopant atom are
satisfied by appropriate nimibers of Si bonds. The dopant is therefore electrically inactive and
results in defect states instead. At normal growth conditions, only few percent of the dopant

E (eV)

i

Slope~25 tneV

-1.8 eV
Slope~50 meV

lO"

1021

g(E) (cm 'eV-1)

Figure 2.2.

The den^ of states of a-Si;H network.
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in the network serve as electrically active centers vMe the majority of the dopants are buried
in the network as defect centers.
Due to the difference in the tail states, a-Si:H is easier to dope n-type than p-type. As
a result, the activation energy of n-type a-Si:H is smaller than that of p-type a-Si;H Table 2.1
lists general quantities of intrinsic, n- and p-type a-Si:H that are the most inq>ortant for device
applications [17].

Table 2.1

Common electronic and optical properties of a-Si:H material
Doped a-Si;H

Intrinsic a-Si:H
Tauc's Gap

1.7 eV

B Concentration

io-^~i %

Eo4*

1.8 eV

Conductivity

lO-^-lO"^ S/cm

Photo-conductivity **

10-^ S/cm

Activation energy

0.3-0.5 eV

Dark-conductivity

lO '" S/cm

P Concentration

10'~1 %

Activation energy

0.85 eV

Conductivity

10-^~10-' S/cm

Electron Mobility

1 cmV^S"'

Activation energy

0.1-0.3 eV

Hole mobility

0.01 cmVS-'

Refiractive Index

3.6, X>1000 nm

Absorption

>10"* /cm, X,<700 nm

*

Energy band gap at absorption coefBcient equal to 10'^ /cm.

•*

Under 100 mW/cm^ (AMI.5) Li^t Intenaty

Freshly deposited made a-Si;H films meet the general requirements for electronic and
optical applications. However, the quality of the material degrades as the time passes,
especially A\4ien the fihn is e^^osed to energetic species such as light and high speed electrons.
It was first observed by Staebler and Wronski [8] that the photo-conductivity of a-Si:H made
by glow-discharge deposition decreases under the illumination and so does the dark
conductivity. The process is reversible by the heat treatment (100-200 °C). Several models
have been developed to e7q)lain this phenomena. The most common point of view is that the
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structure of a-Si;H network is changed due to the energetic species, resulting in the creation
of defect states in the tnidgap. One particular process is shown in Figure 2.3. Inthea-Si;H
network, the weak bonds are broken by the energetic species, resulting in dangling bonds.
Carriers in the vicinity of the dangling bonds tend to be more localized and the transportation
properties are therefore deteriorated. At elevated tenq>erature, the migration of hydrogen
becomes active and the probability for the hydrogen to meet the dangling bonds is increased.
The local charge neutrality is preserved \^^en hydrogen attaches to the dangling bonds.

U9h.

Figure 2.3.

The creation of defect states m the presence of energetic source (Ught)

to break the weak bonds, create dangling bonds in the a-Si:H network.

a-Si:H has many unique features that make h suitable for electronic and optical
applications, especial^ for solar cells. However, high performance a-Si:H solar cells rely on
the usage of a-Si'.H alloys. It has been found that introducing certain amounts of germanium
and carbon, which are also column IV materials, can change the electrical and optical
properties dramatically. Table 2.2 summarizes some general properties of a-(Si,Ge);H and a(Si,C):H alloys [18]. One common feature of these alloys is that the electronic transport
properties are not as good as a-Si:K In a-(Si,Ge):Il, the weak Ge-H bond makes it difficult

Table 2.2.

Common properties of a-(Si,Ge):H and a-(Si,C):H alloys.
A-SII-XGE*:!!

a-Sii.XCX:H

X

0.4

0.1

EXAUC

1.5 eV

2.0 eV

CTD

10'' S/cm

10 '^ S/cm

OL

10"' S/cm

10"' S/cm
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for hydrogen to be incorporated into the network and leaves a large number of midgap states.
In a-(Si,C);H, the strong C-H bond tends to prevent carbon from attaching to Si This
deteriorates the local homogeneity and results in many tail and midgap states. The study of aSi:H alloys in recent years has advanced our understanding of those materials and good
quality a-Si:H alloys are being made to yield high performance tandem solar cells. This raises
the hope that thin film solar cells will eventually replace conventional energy sources.
The triode PECVD system
Although many deposition methods have been developed and used to yield high quality
a-Si:H material, currently most common deposition method is to use glow-discharge
deposition powered by radio frequency (RF) field. This is also called plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The resultant material usually has high absorption for
visible light, low midgap states, reasonable large carrier difiusion length, and &irly large
carrier mobility. Figure 2.4a is a schematic of the triode geometric PECVD system used for
this study. The system consists of three major conq)onents, a) the vacuum system ^^ilich
includes the chamber and punq)s; b) the KF power supply and the matching network; c) the
gas system in which various gases for the deposition are guided mto the reactor. The physical
process of a glow discharge is as follows. Under the RF field, the gas in the chamber is
excited. When the pressure of the gas exceeds certain value, the mean free path of the gas is
smaller than the distance to excite the gas and the plasma starts to glow by the transfer of the
energy between the RF field and the bound electrons. Due to the difierence in the area
between the cathode and anode, the charges collected by them are not equal and a DC bias is
induced. As the loss of electrons from the plasma to the anode is very rapid, a ^ace charge
region is developed and those positively charged particles, along with other radicals, are
attracted toward the substrate, leading to the growth of the film. Unlike the diode geometry,
the triode configuration can minimize the ion collision damage at the sur&ce.
The growth chemistry of a-Si:H by triode PECVD is a con^licated process and no
conq)lete study has been done. It is generally believed that the growth of a-Si:H occurs m a
stacking manner as shown in Figure 2.4b. The silane gas is broken into various radicals and
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Schematic of the triode geometric PECVD system and the major

reaction on the surface.

they start to approach the sur&ce of the substrate. Some of the radicals find the place \^^ere
the bonding is missmg and attach to it. Mean\^Me, the hydrogen in the network finds its way
to combine as H2 gas and leaves the sur&ce. Li the midst of this process, other radicals also
exist and they usually have a negative influence on the a-Si:H network by formmg clusters and
voids. Therefore, the inq>roved techniques to grow a-Si:H should limit unwanted radicals to
the minimum. As such, photo-CVD could be used to provide better film since the control of
the light energy can be used to break silane into the species that are desired. ECR remote
plasma deposition, v^Mch controls the radicals arriving at the sur&ce, yields better film as well.
Typical a-Si:H film by triode PECVD
The deconq)osition of pure silane by an RF field in glow discharge deposition gives the
best large area a-Si:H film. It was realized that high quality a-Si;H is obtamed at grov^
tetiq)eratures between 250-300 "C. The main reason for this is the balance between hydrogen
sur&ce mobility and the sur&ce chemical etching. A film was grown on precleaned 7059
glass by the triode RF glow discharge system Table 2.3 lists the processing parameters.
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Table 2.3.

Processing parameters of an a-Si:H film by the triode PECVD system

Tenperature

300 "C

SiH4 flow rate

8 seem

RF power

20 W/250 cm^

Pressure

16 mT

Growth rate

1.3 A/s

Growth time

90 min

After the film was deposited, the transmission and reflection spectra, along Avith the
optical density w^ch was used to determine the absorption, were measured. The transmission
is used to determine the thickness of the film. This is done by using the interference peaks at
long wavelength wiiere the refi:active index does not change much. A chromium contact was
deposited by hi^ vacuum thermal evaporation in coplanar geometry and followed by silver
paint. Chromium is a good Ohmic contact to a-Si:H and does not react with silicon to form
silicide as ahimimim does. After the film with the contact was annealed at 170

for 30 min,

the photo- (under 100 mW/cm^ ELH light) and dark-conductivity were measured. These
were found to be 2.1x10'^ and 1.8x10'^° S/cm, respectively. Activation energy was
determined by measuring the dark ciurent under a constant applied vohage for different
tamperatiire The Current collected is i=q(nHg+p^f^ for mtrinsic a-Si:H. Since the electron

mobility is much larger than the hole mobility in a-Si:H, the current is determined by electrons
or i~qn^g(r). The majority of the electrons collected are those in the extended states since
the mobility m the tail and middle states is relatively small The number of the electrons
collected depends on the number of the electrons thermally excited in the conduction band and
the DOS of the conduction band. The combmed temperature dependence of the conduction
band DOS and the electron mobility does not diow strong variations in temperature wMe the
thermal exchation, usually described by exp(-E/kT), dominates the ten:q)erature behavior. E is
the activation energy w^ch is approximately the distance between the Fermi level and the
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conduction mobility edge. One can thus extract this activation energy from the teiiq)erature
dependent dark conductivity, w^ch is 0.84 eV for the film
The transmission and reflection spectra were measured by a ^-9 spectrophotometer.
The measurement is accurate only for large absorption. For small absorption, the light will be
either transmitted or reflected and the absorption is too small to be accurately determined.
This region is called subgap absorption. Usually, the so called two beam technique [19] is
used to measure the subgap absorption. Di this technique, a monochromic light source is
introduced on the flhn to produce photo-current or i=q(ni^Q+pfif^ for intrinsic a-Si:H. Once
again, the majority contribution to the current is firom the electrons or i~qnnQ(E). The
mobility of electrons depends strongly on the energy position in the band diagram. For
electrons in the extended states, the bulk mobility applies. For electrons in the tail and midgap
states, the mobility varies. However, A^dien a second DC vvM:e beam is applied, the midgap
states are filled and the quasi Fermi levels are efiectively split. Therefore, the current
generated by the signal is directly proportional to the number of the electrons excited from the
valence tail states to the conduction band. The number of electrons excited is proportional to
the light absorbed, or Io(l-e'^), w^ere a is the absorption coefiScient and d is the thickness
of the film If ad«l, then the current measured is proportional to the absorption coefficient.
By matching the absolute absorption coefficient obtained fi'om the spectrophotometer in the
range of 1.7~-1.8 eV wbere ad is about 0.2 for a 1 )xm film, the subgap absorption coefficient
can be obtained. Figure 2.5 shows the absorption coefficient of the film as a iimction of the
energy, with a 53 meV slope in the 1.5~1.7 eV range.
As discussed earlier, newly deposited a-Si:H meets the general requirements for
electronic and optical applications. However, \^iien a-Si:H is e^osed to light or high speed
electrons, the quality of the material degrades. When one measures the transient photocurrent under illimiination, one finds a decrease of photo-current. Figure 2.6 shows the
normalized transient photo-current of the a-Si:H film measured under 100 mW/cm^ ELH light.
A 75 % decrease is observed within the illumination time of 1 hour.
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The normalized transient photo-current under 100 mW/cm^ ELH light.

The real degradation requires longer illumination time. Since the hght source (ELH
lanq) operated at 110 V) has limited lifetime, it is appropriate to use concentrated light to
accelerate the degradation. The film was then placed under 1 W/cm^ ELH light. Lenses are
used to intensify the light. The calibration of the light mtensity was done by placing a
standard cell under the intensified light to yield a current reading about 10 times larger than
the reading of the standard cell under 100 mW/cm^ ELH light. The photo-current under 1
W/cm^ light is measured up to 20 hoiirs, resulting in a 85 % drop in the photo-current shown
in Figure 2.7. Another way to see the degradation of an a-Si:H film is to measure the subgap
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absoiption. The mcrease of defect states resuhs in a high subgap adsorption. Figure 2.7
shows the measured subgap absorption by the two beam technique for the virgta and IS hour
light soaked film. It is clearly demonstrated that the defect states in the tnidgap increases by
about one order of magnitude. If one integrates the defect states over subgap energy range,
the total defect states would increase by one order of magnitude >^ch wiU resuh in a
decrease of the photo-conductnoty by one order of magnitude.
The degraded fihn was then placed into a oven at ISO "C in the air ambient. Figure 2.8
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shows the dark-conductivity, photo-conductivity and photosensitivity as a function of
annealing time. One notices that the dark-conductivity and photo-conductivity both increase
initially, mdicating the recovery of electronic properties. One also notices that a fiirther
annealing reduces the dark-conductivity after 3 homs and the photo-conductivity after 7
hours. However, the photosensitivity increases steadily, indicating that more and more
dangling bonds are passivated.
The physics of a-Si:H solar cell
The basic requirement of solar cells is to extract energy fiom the sunlight. They are
structures that respond to light to yield a noticeable reaction. The p-n junction is suitable for
this pxupose [20]. The basic process is that w4ien light enters the material, electrons and holes
are generated in the area of the junction. These carriers start to diffiise toward p and n sides
due to the carrier density gradient. At equilibrium, an internal electric field is then reached to
balance the difiusion. For a-Si:H, the difiiision length of minority carriers m the doped layer is
so small that a p-n junction can hardfy collect the carriers generated, bi order to enhance
carrier collection, a thin I layer is inserted into the junction. This resuhs in a device that has a
pVi/n^ structure. The carriers generated in the I layer have much larger difiusion length and
therefore have a better chance of bemg collected.
There are two approaches to fabricate the a-Si:H pVi/n*^ solar cell, as shown in Figure
2.9. The first is to start with glass v^^ch is coated by transparent conductive oxide (TCO).
Then p^/i/n^ layers are consecutively deposited with approximately thicknesses of 10, 500, and
40 nm, respective]^. Finally, a back metal contact conq)letes the device. This structure is
usually called a superstrate solar cell There are several problems with the superstrate solar
cell First, TCO will react with the hydrogen in the plasma at high tenq)erature and leads to an
opaque TCO [21]. One solution to the problem is to grow the p^ at relatively low
ten^erature to prevent the loss of oxygen and then immediately ramp the temperature up.
Another problem is the difiusion of boron into the I layer at normal growth ten:q)eratures. The
solution to this problem is to introduce an a-(Si,C):H layer grown at high ten^erature \\^ch
prevents the division. When the carbon content is properly graded, this a-(Si,C):H layer also
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reduces the interface states.
The second approach for a-Si;H solar cell &brication is to start with metal or TCO and
follow this by the nVi/p^ layers. This structm-e is usually referred as substrate (down) solar
cell By using this structure, some of the problems of the superstrate structure can be
avoided. Some metals do not react with the species in the plasma, so high temperature
processing is feasible. The growth of the p layer is the last step and the tenq)erature is ranq)ed
down immediately after the p layer is finished. This resuhs in less boron di£Kision. The final
TCO or semi-transparent metal contacts are usually finished at low tenq)eratiu-e.
The physics of the a-Si:H pVi/n^ solar cell is depicted in Figure 2.10, along with the
equivalent circuit. For a good solar cell, it is required that the diode is of high quality. A
good diode is characterized by the followmg; a) a small saturation current wUch results fi'om
small recombination of carriers; b) a large breakdown voltage w^ch requires good material
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quality. From the equivalent circuit, the equation that can be used to characterize the solar
cell is the diode rectifier behavior with the superposition of an photo-induced current, namely
qV

J = Js(e

qV

-1) - jph = Joe

(e

-i)- jpf,,

(2.1)

A^iiere a and P are introduced to account for the non-ideal characteristic of the cell The
photo-generated current, also called short circuit current, depends on the spectrum of the light
source, the material response to the light (mostly the absorption) and the collection efBciency
of the structure. It can be e?q)ressed as
(2.2)
A\^ere i? is the reflection coefficient of the material, p(E) the spectrum of the light source and
Q(E) the collection efficiency of the structure. When the current is set to zero, the voltage
across the cell, called open circuit vohage, is given by
<l

ln(^ + l).
J,

(2.3)

The I-V characteristics of an a-Si:H pVi/n^ solar cell shows the characteristics of a rectifier.
There is a pomt at vdiich the output power reaches maximum The ratio of the maximum
power to the product of the open circiiit voltage and short circuit current is called the fill
&ctor
/ V
F.F. = -^.
IV
sc' oe

(2.4)

The total efficiency of the cell is then determined by the incident light power to the maximum
electrical power that can be extracted fiomthe solar cell
I V
Ti = ^.

(2.5)

A good a-Si;H solar ceU is characterized by a good fill &ctor (~70 %), a good open circuit
vohage (-0.85 V), and a good short circuit current (-20 mA/cm^). A high fill factor requires
a low loss of photo-generated carriers in the1layer and at the inter&ces, strong electric field
in the I layer, and a good Ohmic contact. A high open circuit vohage requires efficient doping
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in the

and n^ layers, wWch gives a higher buih-in vohage, and good inter&ces. A high

short circuit cnrrent reqtiires good material and good optical design to absorb and trap the
light.
For illustration, the characteristics of a superstrate solar cell made by the PECVD
system is demonstrated below. The process is listed Table 2.4. The p^ layer was made by the
mixture of diborane, methane, silane and hydrogen at low tenq>erature \^duch is necessary to
prevent the reaction between the plasma and the tin-oxide substrate. The teiiq)erature was
ranged up immediately to 350 °C. Mean^\ilile, a plasma cleaning process is introduced to
reduce the cross contamination. An a-(Si,C):H thin buffer layer (II) is deposited to smoothly
connect the p^ layer and the I layer. The buffer layer also prevents the diffusion of boron into
the I layer. The I layer is made by pure silane for about 30-40 minutes. Finally, the n^ layer is
deposited by mixing the phosphine, silane and hydrogen. The RF power used is about 20
W/250 cm^ and the gas pressure is in the range of 15-25 mT.
The fresh made superstrate solar cell was then transferred to a high vacuimi thermal
evaporation chamber for metal contact. Usually, A1 and Ag are used because of the high
reflection and good Ohmic contact to a-Si:H. However, the post thermal treatment that is

Table 2.4.

The process of a 8 % efficient superstrate a-Si:H solar cell by the triode

PECVD.
+
p

11

I

+
n
PH3 (•) 18 seem

BjHeC) 17 seem
CH410 seem

CH4 8->0 seem

SiH4 6 seem

SiH4 8 seem

H2 40 seem

H2 40 seem

200 "C

350 °C

300 °C

300 "C

3.5 mm

5 min

35 min

10 min

15 nm

20 nm

400 imi

40 nm

1 % B2H6 and PH3 diluted in H2

SiH} 8 seem

SiHt 6 seem
Hz 40 seem
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required to in^rove the adhesion and aggregation of the metal to a-Si:H creates problem for
Ag vdiich diffiises into a-Si:H network at elevated ten^erature. Hence, A1is normally used as
the contact.
I-V characteristics were measured as shown in Figure 2.11. The cell has a conversion
efficiency of about 8 %. This is reasonabfy good for a ^gle chamber dq)osition, \\^ch does
not include the introduction ^c-Si n^ and p^ layers or a high back reflector.

general, there

are two regions of the I-V curve that show the qualities of the solar cell One is the slope of
the I-V curve around the open circuit voltage. It reflects the series resistance of the solar cell,
and indicates the quality of the Ohmic contact. The other one is the slope of the I-V curve
around the short circuit current \^^ch reflects the shunt resistance. Usually, this reastance
indicates the quality of the a-Si:H I layer. For a high quality solar cell, small series resistance
and large shunt resistance are needed. It is seen that the cell displays good qualities, with a
0.8 V open circuit voltage, 15 mA/cm^ diort circuit current and a fill factor of 67.5 %.
Although the I-V characteristics give general information about the solar cell, the
details of the solar cell are determined by the quantum efficiency (QE), also known as spectral
response. The QE is defined as the probability that an electron-hole pair created by a photon
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I-V characteristics for a 8 % efficient superstrate a-Si:H solar cell by

the triode PECVD system.
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is collected. To measure the QE, light firom a lanq) is guided through a monochromator to
yield smgle wavelength light. The monochromatic light then passes through a chopper which
is rotating at 13.33 Hz. By usmg optical lenses and mirrors, the single wavelength light beam
is directed on to the device. The photo-current is then measured by a lock-in anq)lifier w^ch
detects only the current with the chopper frequency. A second DC w^e beam is also
directed on to the device to fill up the midgap states so that the quasi Fermi levels of the
carriers are split and the carriers collected are from the transition from the valence band to
conduction band. A standard cell with a known efficiency as a fimction of wavelength is then
used to obtam the QE.
QE measured at 0 bias determines several in^>ortant characteristics of the cell The
QE value at short wavelengths (~400 nm) indicates the thickness of the p^ layer. A p^ layer
which is too thick would lead to a very low QE and a too thin p"^ layer would result in a high
QE. The general accepted QE value at ^ort wavelength is about 0.6 for a 10 nm thick p^.
QE values at long wavelengths (-700 nm) indicates the collection efficiency of the long
wavelength light either by high reflection or the textiure of the substrate. It is also related to
the material quality of the entire cell A good reflector, such as the combination of ZnO/Ag,
with proper texture structure will yield a QE vahie above 0.2 at 700 nm for good quality
material Finally, the position of the maximum QE in the spectrum is usually associated with
the thickness of the I layer. When the thickness of the cell is thin, the maximum QE position
will shift to short wavelength. For a cell with a thickness of about 350 nm, the maximum QE
occurs at about 540 nta
QE measured tinder bias can give an indication of the electric field profile inside the
cell [22]. When the solar cell is imder a forward bias, the internal electric field is reduced. As
a result, the carrier collection efficiency is reduced since the carrier collection of a-Si:H solar
cells relies on the assistance of the electric field to enhance the carrier diffiision length. For a
high quality solar cell, the internal electric field is so strong that an applied forward bias will
not destroy the established electric field and the assistance of the mtemal electric field is still
available. In addition, the quality of the I layer is so good that the diffiision of the carriers is
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still extended. Figure 2.12 shows the QE of the 8 % a-Si:H superstrate solar cell at 0 and
+0.4 bias, and the ratio in the visible light wavelength. It is seen that the cell is properly
designed by a small flat QE ratio over the visible light wavelength.
The stability of the cell was tested by accelerated light soaking under a 1 W/cm^ ELH
light. A fan is mounted to keep the sur&ce tenq)erature of the cell low. The I-V
characteristics and QE were measured subsequently. Figure 2.13 shows the fill &ctor, open
circuit voltage, short circuit current and conversion efficiency as a Hmction of the light
soaking time. It is seen that they decrease as the li^t soaking time increases \\Mch can be
attributed to the deterioration of the material Figure 2.14 shows the QE ratio (0 to +0.4 V)
at different illumination time. A nearly uniform increase in the QE ratio is seen as the light
soaking time increases, indicating a unique degradation mechanism which is most likely the
degradation of the a-Si:H material It was shown [23] that the degradation by short
wavelength light involves the pVi inter&ce since the light is absorbed in that region. The
degradation by long wavelength light occurs through the entire cell and reduces the quality of
the material Therefore, a short wavelength rich light source affects the solar cell differently
fi-om a long wavelength rich light source.
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3. SUBSTRATE a-Si:H SOLAR CELL
The advantages of substrate a-Si:H solar cells
Figure 3.1 is the schematic of a substrate a-Si:H solar cell and the corresponding band
diagram. The structure allovsrs hi^ tenqierature dq)osition for the p^ or |j,c-Si p^ layer. The
reaction of Sn02 with H2 in the plasma is severe \^^en the ten^erature exceeds 200 °C, while
a high quality a-Si:H material normally requires a deposition ten[q>erature of more than 250 °C.
The formation of ^c material requires either high deposition ten:q)erature or heavy hydrogen
dilution. This makes Sn02 iQq)ossible to start with. It is also known that p^ |xc-Si can be
deposited easier on a-Si:H than a SnOz substrate [24]. Therefore, the arrangement of
superstrate solar cells is inappropriate for fiirther in^rovement of the stability of highly
efficient solar cells. Another advantage of the substrate cell is the possibility to reduce the
defects that develop due to the large mismatch of the structure of the substrate and the a-Si:H
network. Although the a-Si:H random network has in princ^le no preference to the substrate,
the development of defects m the columnar form dming the deposition exists [25] and
deteriorates the performance of the solar cell, especially the stability. The substrate structural
solar cell provides a solution to the problem by allowing a growth of a thick n^ ten:q)late layer
to bury the defects that can become columnar. To date no experimental evidence has been
demonstrated. The current study is intended to prove this idea. A third advantage of the
substrate cell is that the boron difiusion problem in the superstrate solar cell can be avoided as
the p^ is the last layer in the substrate structure and the ten:q)erature is ramped down quickly.
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i a-Si:H
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Stainless Steel, SnOj G ass
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Figure 3.1.

Valence Band

The structure and band diagram of a substrate a-Si:H solar cell
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The indium-tiii-oxide (ITO) transparent conductive film
Indium-tin-oxide (ITO), a transparent conductive oxide (TCO), has a high energy band
gap and ^ows very low absorption for visible light. It is a n-type material in amorphous form
w^en fabricated at low tenqieratures. Similar to SnOz, ITO has also been found to be reactive
with a hydrogen plasma [26] for ten^eratures exceeding 220 °C. Good ITO demonstrates
optical and electronic properties suitable for the application of solar cells. The transmission of
an rrO film (~200 nm) is above 80 % for visible light, and it has a conductivity of about 10"^
S/cm The deposition of ITO has been successfiiUy acconq)lished by CVD [27], thermal
evaporation [28], DC and RF magnetron sputtering [29]. Each of these techniques results in
coniparative qualities. Since the ITO is deposited on the thin p^ layer, low tenq)erature
deposition is required to avoid the possible damage to the a-Si:H network.
This research uses a DC/RF magnetron sputtering system wiiich is depicted in Figure
3.2. The principle of the sputtering is as foUowings. The target material is bombarded by Ar
ions created by either a DC or a RF field. The magnetic field provided by magnets bends the
ions toward the target and knocks the target element out. As in glow-discharge, a DC bias is
induced between the san:q)le v^ch is grounded and the target \^duch is connected to the RF
power. The deposition occurs vs^en the element of the target reaches the sur&ce of the
sanq)le and becomes condensed. The target used in this study is a mixture of 10 % SnO(2)
and 90 % In(2)0(3) m atomic weight.

Sample

Chamber

Gas

CT^
RF power
supply

Target
Magnetic
field

Pump

Figure 3.2.

Schematic of the DC/RF magnetron sputtering system for the ITO.
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Three different gases wiiich contam different oxygen contents are used for this study,
1) pure argon gas, 2) Ar gas with 100 vppm O2, and 3) Ar gas with 1 % O2 by vohime. These
three different gases result m very different films since the oxygen content is very critical to
the electronic and optical properties. Figure 3.3 shows the resistivity and average
transmission of visible light (400-800 nm) for a 200 nm thick ITO films deposited on glass
under different conditions. The conductivity was measured by four point probe and the
transmission by a X.-9 spectrophotometer. Good resistivity (--lO'^ Qcm) and transmission
(-80 %) are obtamed for low pressure and low RF power growth. Li general, a low oxygen
background benefits the quality of ITO film for the target used for this work.
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The rrO was then used to make contact to an a-Si;H superstrate solar cell deposhed
in the PECVD system. Aluminum or silver was subsequent^ deposited to enhance the
reflection and to reduce the series resistance. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the I-V characteristics
and QE measurement for different contacts. It is found that nO not only makes contact to
the n^ layer, but also blocks the diffiision of Ag into the a-Si:H during heat treatment. As
mentioned earlier, ITO is a n-type material and it is not surprising to see that it makes good
Ohmic contact with n-type a-Si:H. However, one notices that the fill &ctor for the cell with
the rrO contact without the Ag reflector is much lower than the one with the A1 contact. The
e?q)lanation is that there is a contact resistance between the probe and the ITO film. The fill
&ctor for the cell with ITO+Ag is still sli^tly lower than AL The e^qplanation for this is that
the cell was exposed to air before the ITO contact was made in the present processing. One
probably needs a high ten^erature deposition process to activate some sur&ce reactions.
From the QE measurement, an inq)rovement is seen in the long wavelength collection, which
also increases the short circuit current fi:om 14 mA/cm^ for A1 contact to 19 mA/cm^ for the
ITO+Ag contact.

20 J I (mA^in^)
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V (Volt)
1

Figure 3.4.

I-V characteristics for a superstrate a-Si:H solar cell with Al, ITO and

ITO+Ag back contacts.
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The substrate a-Si:H solar ceU
Two different substrates, stainless steel foil and Sn02 coated glass, were used in this
research. The most important parameters of the substrate for a-Si;H solar cells are the work
fimction relative to the a-Si:H material, the reflection m the visible light, and the resistance to
the plasma. The mismatch of the work fimction will induce a barrier to the photo-generated
carriers and the collection is hence degraded. The barrier can usually be made very thin by
optimizmg the growth conditions so that carriers can tuimel through. The reflection
coefficient of the substrate is in^ortant because if it is low it will cause a loss of the long
wavelength light v^ch is not absorbed in the a-Si:H layer. The resistance of the substrate to
the plasma is inq)ortant as the reaction between the plasma and the substrate can change the
material It is known that metals like Al have work fimction matching to a-Si:H and their
reflections are high. However, these metals are very active and tend to difiuse into a-Si;H
network at normal deposition ten^eratures. Stainless steel is relatively stable at 350 "C in the
hydrogen plasma, and has a fairly good reflection (~70 %). Sn02, on the other hand, reacts
with the hydrogen plasma above 200 °C. However, it usually has conductivity about lO"* S/cm
and transmission of about 80 % for visible light.
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Effects of front contacts
The front contact used hi this work was ehher a thm semi-transparent metal or ITO.
The semi-transparent metal contact is 10 nm thick Cr A^ch results m about 20 %
transmission for visible light. Smce ITO is an n-type material, it does not always form a good
Ohmic contact to the p-type a-(Si,C):H. Figure 3.6a shows the I-V characteristics and Q£
measurements for a substrate solar cell made by the triode PECVD system on stainless steel
substrate. The processing conditions are listed in Table 3.1. The device shows a good open
circuit voltage, 0.83 V, and reasonably good short circuit current (8 mA/cm^) for a 200 nm
ITO contact without li^t trappmg or a back reflector. The fill &ctor is 38 % for ITO contact
and 59 % for Cr contact, well below the standard value of 70 %. From the QE
measurements, one sees that the carriers generated by long wavelength light are not effectively
collected. This could be due to the followmg reasons; 1) the reflection of light at the stainless
steel sur&ce is reduced, 2) the smgle chamber deposition of the v^ole device causes cross
contamination of the residual phosphor into the I layer, especial^ near the region close to n'^
layer. A low reflection causes a loss of long wavelength light v\^ch is not absorbed in the I
layer and the QE at long wavelength is low. The contammation hi the I layer increases the
recombination centers for holes. Those holes generated by long wavelength light near the n^
side are more likefy to be killed rather than commg back to p^ side. Smce a-Si:H solar cell is a
device which depends on the collection of holes, any loss of holes will deteriorate the
performance. One also notices that the FTO contact gives a higher open circuit vohage than
Cr, indicating the existence of a barrier between the ITO and the p^ layer. This barrier can
trap hole and therefore mcrease the open circuit vottage.
The ITO contact on the cell can be inq)roved by varying the sputtering condition and
gradmg the carbon content hi the p^ layer to yield a better contact. One scheme is to reduce
the content of the carbon at the surface so that the conductivity of that region is very high and
an effective Ohmic contact is possible for the ITO layer. Figure 3.6b shows the contact of an
ITO film to a cell A\^en the p^ layer is properly graded. It was found that low pressure (2.S
mT) and RF power (50 W) sputtered ITO produces better Ohmic contact.
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Table 3.1.

Process parameters of a typical substrate a-Si:H solar cell by the triode

PECVD. The dopant for p^ is TMB (B(CH3)3).
+
n
I
11
TMB (*) 5 seem

PH318 seem

SiEU 6 seem

SDBLt 8 seem

H2 40 seem

CH4 0->6 seem

CH410 seem

SiEU 6 seem

Sillt 6 seem

H2 40 seem

H2 40 seem

250 °C

260 °C

260 °C

260 "C

10 mk

30 mm

2 min

4 min

30 nm

300 nm

10 nm

15 nm

Effects of p^/i interface smoothing
The band structure of boron doped a-(Si,C):H is very different from sinq)le a-Si:H,
especially the valence band. When boron doped a-(Si,C):H is brought into contact with an aSi;H layer, there is a mismatch of the band structure. This mismatch will cause a decrease in
the collection of holes. The problem can be solved by introducing a grading layer between the
p^ and I layer, often called a buffer layer. The grading is achieved by changing the CH4 flow
during the deposition. Two sets of devices were made with different substrates and dopant
gases. Among the sets, one has no buffer layer and the other has a buffer layer of about 10
nm Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the I-V characteristics and QE measurements for the devices.
The contact is 10 nm Cr. From the data, it is clear that the open circuit voltage is kcreased by
O.OS V m most cases. As previously mentioned, the open circuit voltage depends on the builtk voltage and the quality of the mter&ces. The built-k voltage depends mostly on the dopmg
levels, or the activation energies, of the n^ and p^ layers. The mterface, especially pVi
kter&ce, depends on the growth conditions and the design. A smooth matchkg of the band
structure throughout the entire device will generally result k a better performance. However,
a mismatch at the mterface will cause a drop k the open circuit voltage and a reduction of the
electric field k the device. It is also seen that kterface smoothkg not only enhances the open
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circuit voltage but also the IBU factor, indicating that a strong electric field is created mdde the
cell by the interface smoothing. When one measures QE ratio, one finds a tremendous
enhancement in the hole collection at long wavelength fi»r cells with a buffer layer. For
devices that were optimized both with and without the buffer layer (1/1375,1/928), the
mcrease of the open circuit vohage is the resuh of the reduction of mterface states and the
increase of short circuit current is due to the increase of the electric field hi the cell
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I-V characteristics of the sets of substrate a-Si;H solar cells with and

without the buffer layer. The substrate is stamless steel for the top devices and Sn02
for the bottom devices. Devices at the right are doped with B2H«, devices at the left
are doped with TMB.
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To further appreciate the iDq)Ortance of the buffer layer, the stability of one set devices
(1/1012 and 1/1008) was tested under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light throu^ the Cr contact. The
10 nm Cr contact allows only 20 % of the light to be transmitted, therefore the absolute
degradation was not tested. However, if a set of devices is degraded under same condition,
the relative stability can still be con^ared. Figure 3.9 shows the degradation of the fill &ctor,
open circuit vohage, ^ort circuit current and conversion efficiency as a iimction of light
soaking time. It is seen that the device with the buffer layer is &r superior to the device that
does not have the buffer layer, in almost every respect.
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200 mW/cm^ Xenon light soaking.
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The effects of I layer thickness
The thickness of the I layer is critical to the performance of a-Si:H solar cells. As
mdicated previous^, the collection of the photo-generated carriers, e^ecialfy short lived
holes, depends on the electric field inside the cell The electric field inside the cell depends on
first doping concentration in the p^ and n'^ layers and the structure of the cell, inchiding the
smoothing of the pVi interface. The thicker the I layer, the smaller the electric field mside the
cell, especially in the middle of the cell vs^ere the transport of the photo-generated carriers is
very in^ortant to the performance of the cell Although thick I layers he^ the light collection
and therefore give higher short circuit currents, the reduction of the internal electric field
strength limits the collection of the carriers and leads to a poor fill fiictor. To illustrate this,
several cells with different I layer thicknesses were made. Table 3.2 lists a set of devices and
the niitial performance of these devices. It is seen that the device with a thin I layer has a high
fill &ctor, but small short circuit current. The open circuit voltages of both devices are
conq)arable.
Table 3.2.

Performance of two devices with different I layer thickness. The contact

is 10 nm Cr. The dopant gas is TMB.
I layer thickness (nm)

F.F.

Voc(V)

Isc (mA/cm^)

300(1/1012)

0.68

0.80

3.2

500(1/1013)

0.58

0.815

3.6

The reason that a thick I layer device gives poor F.F. can be understood by the fact
that an a-Si:H solar cell is a field-assisted device. When the field is small, the holes generated
near the nVi mter&ce cannot make the tr^ to the p-layer since the {ax product of the hole in
the a-Si:H only allows it to travel about 0.3 ^m for high quality material. When the film is
contaminated by donors like o^Q'gen and nitrogen, the distance a hole can travel is even less.
Therefore, an electric field is needed for efficient hole collection at the backside of the cell It
is easier to build a high electric field for a thin solar cell than a thick one wdien the n- and
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p-layers are kept the same. Hence, the hole collection is usually more efficient in a cell with a
thm I layer than the corresponding cell v^dth a thick I layer. Figure 3.10 shows the Q£
measurements of the cells. It is clearly seen that the cell with a thick I layer has a hole
collection problem for long wavelength light \^diich penetrate deeper into the cell.
The stability of the cells with different I layer thicknesses was tested under 200
mW/cm^ Xenon light through Cr contacts. Figu'e 3.11 shows the fill &ctor, open circuit
voltage, short circuit current and conversion efficiency as a fimction of the light soaking time.
It is seen that the fill &ctor of the cell with thin I layer saturates at a higher value than the
corresponding thick one. The opposite is true for the short circuit current. The open circuit
vohages and the conversion efficiency, on the other hand, saturate at about same level
Therefore, thin cell design is of advantages for the inq)roving stability because the short circuit
current can always be enhanced by reflecting the U^t back and absorbed it on the second or
even third path. Li addition, if the cell is a tandem cell, the unabsorbed Ught will be collected
by the second cell wUch has the right energy band gap. Hence, the stability of the fill factor
becomes the most inq)ortant &ctor. As described previously, a good device usually has a fill
&ctor of about 70 %. If a 10 % degradation is allowed, a saturated fill factor of about 63 %
would be e?q)ected. It is very difficult to achieve such a high saturated fill &ctor.
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The degradation of the fill factor, open circuit voltage, short circuit

current and conversion efficiency under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light soaking for devices
different I layer thickness'. The dopant gas is TMB.
Similar devices were made by using diborane as the dopant gas. Table 3.3 shows the
initial performance of the devices, fill

&ctor is seen again for the thin cell and high

current for the thick cell The open circuit voltages for both devices are again conq)arable.
The difference in the short circuit current is now much less than the previous case. This is due
to the fact that a 0.4 ^m thick I layer usually can absorb most of the light, and a further
increase of the I layer does not help the light collection dramatically. Figure 3.12 shows the
QE measurements for these devices. These measurements indicating once again that the hole
collection problem for long wavelength light. However, the thick device shows more a
servere long wavelength hole collection problem vdiich e?q)lains the fact that the thick device
has a lower fill fiictor.
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Table 3.3.

Performance ofdevices with different I layer thickness'. The contact is

a 10 nm Cr. The dopant gas is B2H«.
I layer thickness (nm)

F.F.

Voc(V)

Isc (mA/cm^)

400 (1/1375)

0.67

0.795

3.3

600 (1/1376)

0.61

0.775
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made by B2H6 dopant.

The stability of the cells was also tested under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light through the
Cr contact. Figure 3.13 shows the fill &ctor, open circuit voltage, short circuit current and
conversion efficiency of these cells as a fimction of the light soakmg time. One sees again a
higher fill factor for the thin cell and a higher current for thick cell One also sees the
difference in the conversion efficiencies is close to the difference of the open circmt voltages
for this particular set of devices. One should not be misled by the small relative changes of the
fill &ctor and open circuit voltage of the device with the thick I layer. As a whole device, the
initial performance is not excellent due to the poor hole collection at long wavelengths by the
small contammation firom P. The defect states induced by the initial Ught ejq)osure would only
add to this background level When more and more defect states are created by prolonged
light e?q)osure, the fill &ctor does not show a severe reduction and the same is true for the
open circuit voltage.
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The degradation of the fill fector, open circuit voltage, short circuit

current and conversion efficiency under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light soaking for devices
with different I layer thickness'. The dopant gas is B2H6.

Effects of ppm boron compensation in the I layer
As mentioned earlier, the process appUed in this study was done in a single reactor
chamber. The reactor is not ideal. There is always small leakage of air into the reactor during
the operation. Cross contamination in the chamber also exists and could be very severe if care
is not taken. Although gas purging and plasma cleaning are routinely used to minimize the
contamination, it can never be eliminated complete^. The leakage of air into the system
resuhs in the presence of O2 which is an n-type dopant. In the superstrate solar cell, it is an
advantage that the

layer is deposited first. The chamber is coated with boron doped film,

and the boron can be brought out during the growth of the I layer to compensate for the
OTQ^gen donors. For the substrate solar cell, the first layer deposited is the n^ layer, and the
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conq)easation in the superstrate solar cell does not exist. Therefore, boron has to be
introduced during the growth of substrate cells. For this purpose, B2H6 diluted in H2 to 10
vppm is used. Foxu- devices were made with different 10 vppm BzEU flow rates durmg the
deposition of the I layer. Figure 3.14 shows the fill factor and open circuit vohage of these
devices. It is clearly seen that the low concentration boron conopensation indeed inq>roves the
device significantly. The fill factor as well as the open circuit vohage increases as a result of
boron doping. The QE measurement, shown in Figure 3.15, also indicates that the long
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wavelength hole collection is mq>roved significantly as the diborane flow rate increases.
The cells were then placed under 1 W/cm^ ELH light for degradation. Figure 3.16
shows the degradation of the fill &ctor, open circuit vohage, short circuit current and
conversioii efficiency of two cells with different low concentration boron compensation in the
I layer. Yt is seen that the fill factors of both devices reach about same level after 10 hoiu* light
soakmg. However, the open circuit voltage shows opposite behavior with the device of high
boron conq)ensation in the I layer showing an increase.
When one measures the QE as shown in Figure 3.17, one finds an increase of QE at
idiort wavelength for the cell with high boron conq)ensation, indicating a different degradation
process for the compensated a-Si:H. It is likely that the incorporation of the low
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The light intensity is 1 W/cm^ ELH light.
concentration of boron changes the band structure near the pVi inter&ce. It slightly moves
the Fermi level, wdiich favors the smoothing of the band structure in the presence of increasing
defect states.
Effects of temperature grading
If an additional electric field is introduced in the I layer, the collection of the photogenerated carriers, especially the holes, will be enhanced. The time that the hole spends in
going through the entire device is less and therefore the probability that it will recombine is
reduced. To implement an electric field, one needs to engineer the band structure of the I
layer. The energy band gap of a-Si:H is a function of the hydrogen content which depends on
the growth ten^erature. The change of ten:q)erature during the deposition could lead to an
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additional electric field inade the cell To show the effect of the growth temperature on the
cell, two devices were made at 260 °C and 340 ''C with otherwise fiimilar conditions. Table
3.4 con^ares the initial performance of these devices. It is seen that the open circuit vohage
is larger for the lower growth ten^erature. This is a result of the increased energy band gap
of the material as more H is mcorporated into the fihn at low tenq>erature. On the other hand,
the short circuit current di^lays an increase upon the mcrease of the growth temperature,
v^ch is consistent with the &ct that the film grown at high tenq)erature has low energy band
gap and allows the absorption of more light. Figure 3.18 also shows the QE measurements
for these devices. One notices a slight change in QE (OV) at short and long wavelengths.
This is attributed to the fact that the growth rate varies for different growth tenq)erature. One
also notices a dramatic change in the QE ratio for these two devices. This could be due to
fact that the applied voltage (+0.5 V) is relatively large (close to the open circuit voltage) for
Table 3.4.

Devices made at growth temperature of260 "C and 340 °C by the triode

PECVD. The contact is 10 nm Cr.
Tenq)erature

F.F.

Voc(V)

Ibc (mA/cm^)

260 °C (1/1363)

0.622

0.79

3.2

340 "C (1/1364)

0.616

0.66

3.4
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for the cell grown at high ten^erature. It is also possible that the matching of the pVi
mter&ce is actually a little bit better for the device made at low tenq)erature than that grown
at high tenq)erature. This is due to the fact that the incoiporation of the carbon, as well as the
boron, mto the a-Si:H network is tenq)erature sensitive.
For a cell with a thickness of O.S (xm, if the band gap is graded by 0.2 eV throughout
the cell, one would get an additional 4x10^ V/cm electric field, which is very appreciable m
conqiarison with the electric field in a normal cell, wiiich is on the order of 2x10'* V/cm [30].
However, the electric field profile m the cell is highfy non-uniform and the weakest electric
field usually occurs in the middle of the ceE The collection of holes firom the middle of the
cell is extremely inq)ortant since the solar spectrum is centered at a wavelength that penetrates
deep into a O.S i^n cell Ideally, the grading diould be as follows: at the vicinity of the n^
layer, the band gap should be small (less H content) to enhance the absorption of long
wavelength light, and then smoothfy increase to high band gap (more H content), leadmg to a
change of the valence band and an electric field. Therefore, both the field and absorption are
simultaneously taken care o£ However, the quality of the biiffer layer, the I layer, and the
non-ideal factors of the system alter this situation.
Several devices were fabricated with the only change being the deposition
ten:q)erature. This was done to determine the best tenq)erature grading. Table 3.5 lists the
scheme of the grading and the corresponding mitial cell performance. The total ten:q)erature
grading is about 70 degrees (250-320 °C) vdiich gives about 0.1 eV difference in the band gap
[31]. Since the thickness of the cell is about 0.4 |am, one would expect an electric field about
2.5x10^ V/cm in the cell. It is noticed that the tenq)erature gradmg scheme of device 1/1375
gives the best results. Figure 3.19 con[q>ares the QE measurement for these devices. It is
interesting to see that the zero biased QE's are almost identical. However, the QE ratio
(0/+0.5 V) increases steadily at the long wavelength for these devices, indicating different hole
collection at the back of the devices. It is also noticed that the QE ratios of these device are
very similar to each other for short wavelength, indicating similar band gradmg for the pVi
mter&ces.
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Table 3.5.

Devices made by three different tenq)erature gradmg m the I layer by the

triode PECVD. The contact is 10 nm Cr.
Tenq)erature Grading

F.F.

Voc(V)

Isc (mA/cm^)

260(n>>263.>300(p^) "C (1/1373)

0.549

0.775

3.1

280(n'>>300->250(p^) °C (1/1374)

0.57

0.815

3.6

270(n>>325->253->290(p'') °C (1/1375)

0.67

0.795

4.8

0.9

1.6

0.8

8
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V
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QE measurement for devices made at different tenq)erature grading

scheme.

To understand w^at happens to these devices, one needs to look at the band diagrams
of the I-layer region, shown in Figure 3.20. It is seen that the device with the highest fill
&ctor has the largest electric field available in the middle and at the back of the cell, while the
device with the next highest fill factor has less electric field in the middle. This is due to the
range of the ten^erature grading in this device being only about half of that for the device
with the highest fill factor. The grading scheme for the device with the poorest fill &ctor
actually reduces the electric field that is needed for the transport of the holes. It would be
very interesting to perform some numerical simulations to see quantitatively the electric field
profile for these teir^erature grading schemes. This work is beyond the scope of the current
project.
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Figure 3.20.

The band diagram for fihn and forward biased device by three different

tenq)erature grading.

To fiirther appreciate the effect of tenq>erature grading on the solar cell performance,
the devices were degraded under the 200 mW/cm^ Xenon li^t throu^ the Cr contact.
Figure 3.21 shows the fill factor, open circuit voltage, short circuit ciurent and conversion
efBciency of the cells as a function of the light soaking time. It is seen that the fill factor of
the device with the right tenqierature gradmg saturates at about 60 %, and the overall
conversion efficiency degraded only by 21 %. It is known that the best superstrate single
junction a-Si:H solar cell has an initial efficiency about 10-12 % and will saturate at 8 % of
below after prolonged light exposure. This is about 20-30 % drop in the efficiency.
Therefore, the cell of our design has small degradation, largefy because of the inq)roved pVi
interface and the existence of the electric field inside the ceU. The con:q)arison above is vaUd
because the fill &ctor and the open circuit vohage are con^arable to a good superstrate cell
The onfy difference is the low short circuit current due to the use of semi-transparent metal
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The degradation of the fill factor, open circuit vohage, short circuit

current and conversion efSciency under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light soaking for devices
with different growth tenq)erature profiles.
contact, leading to a low conversion efiGiciency.

The effects of the n^ layer
In the substrate structural solar cell, the first layer of the device is an n^ layer. Unlike
the superstrate solar cell v^ere the thickness of the p"^ layer must be as thin as possible to
avoid the loss of the li^t, the thickness of the n^ layer has no limit if the light comes through
the p^ layer. The n*^ layer has several effects on the performance of the device. The most
inq)ortant effect is that as the thickness of the layer increases, the active part of the device is
on the top of a ten^late layer which can give a good a-Si:H network as shown m Figure 3.22.
The defects that can develop in the columnar form are biuied in the thick n^ layer. This is
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Passivation of
Columnar Defects

The coinparison of superstrate and substrate solar cell under the

influence of the colunmar defect developed near the substrate.
significant wiien the stability of the device comes mto picture as the degradation of the device
is largely due to the bxilk material and the pVi interface. In the superstrate structural cell, the
p^ layer is so thin that the pVi interface is still buried in a region vv^ere the columnar defects
are not passivated. Therefore, the device is degraded a lot under prolonged light exposure,
e^ecialfy under short wavelength rich spectrum For exanq)le, the fill factor of the 8.1 % cell
decreases to about 78.6 % of its original value under the degradation of300 mW/cm^ Xenon
light soaking, which is short wavelength light rich source. From the QE measurements, it was
also seen that the cell is degraded much more severely near the pVi interface. For the
substrate structural solar cell, on the other hand, a good quality pVi interface can be made at
high tenq)erature and on a thick tenqilate layer.
Different n^ layers were grown on the stamless steel substrate for various times prior
to the growth of the I and p layers. After the n^ layers were made, the system was cleaned
and recalibrated. The devices were then made by reloadmg the substrate with n^ layer into the
chamber. By doing this, the cross contammation problem by phosphorus was eliminated. The
growth conditions were controlled very carefiilfy to yield same devices except for the
thickness of the n^ layer. The identity of the devices were checked by growing an additional
device A^ch repeats the initial one. This is very inq)ortant as the change of the growth
condition can result in different cell and consequently lead to different degradation behavior
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wiuch comes from factors other than the quality of the material One would also argue that
the e7q)osure of the substrate to the air could affect the performance of the device. This can
be prevented if the device is regrown at reasonably high tenq)erature, at wUch the oxide layer
could be diffiised throu^ or the H in the plasma would etch the sur&ce oxide away.
Furthermore, the performance of the cell largely depends on the hole collection, and the
electron collection efBciency is always an order of magnitude higher. Therefore, the nVi
inter&ce is not as crucial as the pVi interface. The thickness of the n^ layer was varied by
changing the deposition time from 20 to 240 minutes, corresponding to a thickness about 0.1
and 1 ^ This was confirmed by the optical measurement of an n^ layer grown for 120
minutes, wiiich is about O.S

Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 lists the mitial performance of a set of devices that

The performance of a set of devices with different n^ layer thickness by

the triode PECVD. Contact is 200 nm ITO.
n^ layer thickness (pm)

F.F.

V«(V)

Isc (mA/cm^)

1(1/1542)
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9.5
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were grown consecutively. Figure 3.23 shows the QE measurements for these devices.
Instead of a positive forward bias, the reverse bias was applied to measure the QE ratio (O.S/0 V). Since the interest is the stability of the bulk material, the reverse bias would he^ to
distmguish the material properties £:om other &ctors. From the QE measurements, it is seen
that the mitial performance of the devices are quite conqiarable to each other.
To fiirther study the difference of the a-Sr.H network for the devices with different
layer thicknesses, the devices were degraded under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light through the ITO
contact. Figure 3.24 shows the degradation of the fill factor, open circuit voltage, short
circuit current and the conversion efiBciency as a function of the light soaking time. It clearly
demonstrates that the device with a thick n^ layer has a very stable fill &ctor (only a 6 %
drop). The overall efficiency is also very stable (a 10 % drop). On the other hand, the device
o.es
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current and conversion efficiency under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light soakmg for devices
with different n^ layer thickness'.
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with thin n^ layer has a 12 % drop m the fill &ctor and a 20 % drop m efficiency.
To understand the di£ference for the degradation of the cells with dififerent n^ layer
thicknesses, it is mstructive to look at the QE ratio after the devices were degraded. Figure
3.25 shows the initial QE ratio and the QE ratio after 40 hours iinder the 200 mW/cm^ Xenon
Ught soaking. It is clearfy seen that the long wavelength collection of holes gets worse in the
case of thin n^ layer. This reflects the fact that the material m the thin n^ layer device degrades
&ster. Since the only difference for these two devices is the n^ layer thickness, it is very
natural to attribute this phenomena to the fact that the tenq)late layer does ia:q)rove the quality
of the material by passivating the inhomogeneity developed in the growth.
To confirm the result and also see the effects of the buffer layer, another set of devices
with a thinner pVi buffer layer was made. The new pVi buffer layer is only 3/4 of the previous
set. All other growth conditions were kept exactly the same as the previous ones. A too thick
pVi buffer layer will reduce the strength of the electric field in the cell as the quality of a(Si,C):H is always not as good as a-Si:H. A too thin pVi buffer layer will not be able
smoothly connect the pVi as the transition of different material cannot happen suddenly.
Table 3.7 lists the initial performance of the cells. It is seen that the fill factors are less than
the devices with a thick pVi buffer layer. The QE measurements, shown in Figure 3.26,
1.1
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Figure 3.25.

QE ratio for the devices with thick and thin n^ layers at 200 mW/cm^

Xenon light soakmg time 0 and 40 hours.
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Table 3.7.

Peiformance of the devices with difierent

layer thickness by the triode

PECVD. The contact is 200 nm ITO. ThepVibufferlayer is 3/4 ofthat ofTable 3.6.
n^ layer thickness (^m)

F.F.

Voc(V)

Isc (mA/cm^)

0.1(1/1545)

0.614

0.787

9.6
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indicates again that the devices are very similar to each other. However, the internal electric
field strength is reduced as seen by a high QE ratio.
The stability of these devices was also tested. Although the initial fill &ctors are not
very good, it is the difference between these devices that is interesting to the project. Figure
3.27 shows the degradation of the fill &ctor, open circuit voltage, short circuit current and
conversion e£G[ciency under 200 mW/cm^ Xenon light soaking. It is seen again that the fill
fiictor of the device with a thick n^ layer saturates at a hi^ value and so does the conversion
efficiency. It is also seen that the open circuit voltage of both devices first decreases and then
increases. This could be due to the defect states induced by prolonged light soaking changing
the Fermi level of the material around the p^/i interface, resulting a better matching. The QE
ratio at different light soaking times is plotted in Figure 3.28. This again shows the difference
of the degradation of the materials on top of different tea:q)late n^ layers. This is shovm by the
large ratio at long wavelengths for long light soaking times (40 hours).
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The substrate structural n^/i/p^ solar cell based on a-Si:H and its alloys has been
fabricated by a triode PECVD system. The p^/i mterface has been smoothly connected by the
con^)ositional variation of the carbon content and it plays a very in^ortant role in both inhial
performance and the stability. The effect of the thickness of the I layer on the performance
and the stability were also studied. Low concentration boron compensation in the I layer
improves the performance by reducing the contamination &om the residual n-type dopant.
Tenq)erature grading during the growth was investigated and proven to provide an
inq)rovement in the initial ef&ciency and stability. It is demonstrated that the cell grown on
the top of a thick n^ layer, vdiich meets the needs for a better a-Si;H network, shows a
significant in:q>rovement in the stability of the performance of the solar cell. In conclusion, the
&brication technique for an a-Si:H substrate solar cell has been developed, the original
intuitive idea proven and the development of a more stable solar cell based on a-Si:H material
has been shown.
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FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF QUANTUM WELLS WITH
CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY AND THEIR APPUCATIONS TO
ELECTRONICS AND PHOTONICS
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5. INTRODUCTION
Statement of purpose
This work was aimed to initiate studies of fimdamental properties of quantimi well
(QW) structures with cylindrical geometiy, and to propose potential applications of this
particular structure in electronics and photonics. QW structures in non-planar configuration
have not been seriously studied, either theoretically or experimentally. However, the
cylindrical geometiy, wliich alters the coherence of the carriers, could lead to new phenomena.
The progress of &biication technology in last decade now allows the formation of individual
QW structures in different geometrical manners, for example the quantum wire (QWI) and
quantum dot (QD) structures, so that more fimdamental phenomena and usefiil applications
could be explored. It is believed that the trend will continue and expand to yield more
fimctional operations. Specifically, this study investigates the most basic properties, namely
the energy levels and tunnelmg behavior, of electrons in QW structures with cylindrical
geometiy. The significance of this work is to e)q)lore new phenomena and new operations for
electronic and photonic devices.
Overview
Fundamentals of semiconductors
The study of semiconductor materials flourished after the discovery of the transistor
[32], and the semiconductor laser [33]. The basic princ^le behind these applications is the
electronic and optical properties of semiconductors, especially in the presence of some foreign
atoms. Although experimental mvestigations of these properties gave direct characteristics
that could be used for different applications, the really inq)ortant band theory has played a
critical role in understanding and predicting new phenomena. The exan^le could be found in
the discovery of semiconductor lasers, in which theory directly guided the lasing in
semiconductor materials [34]. Before the discoveiy of the Bloch theorem [35], the
understanding of the material behavior was fragmentary and the explanations of different
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phenomeiia were diverse. It is the Bloch theorem that gives the foAmdation to develop the
band theory to yield a unified explanation to the properties of different materials. Depending
on the particular atomic interaction in different materials, band structures have been calculated
by various methods fiom the amplest Kronig-Penny [36] model to the most sophisticated selfconsistent methods [37]. The present numerous articles in most leading journals reflect the
in^ortance of the state-of-art situation of the imderstandmg of the materials by bnman bemgs.
The electronic and optical properties of pure semiconductor materials are dependent
on the details of the band structures. However, one partiodar property of semiconductor
materials is the dramatic change of electronic and optical properties by doping. To describe
the doping process, one needs to look at the effects of a foreign atom replacmg a host atom.
It creates some local unbalanced charge inside the mateiiaL Under the influence of an extemal
electric field, these local unbalanced charge could be transferred in space, resulting in dramatic
change m the electronic properties of semiconductors, fiom an insulator to a conductor. It is
this change of the conductivity, usually in the order of many degrees, that makes
semiconductors attractive. In addition to the response to electric fields, semiconductors also
respond to li^t in a very interesting way. When the energy of the light is less than the energy
gap, the material is transparent. The same material will tum out to be opaque vs^en the
energy of the light is larger than the energy gap. Since semiconductor materials cover the
elements of column IV, confound ni-V and 11-VI in the periodic table, energy gaps have
been found to match light fiom ultraviolet to &r infrared, including the most inq)ortant region,
visible light. It is also interesting to understand that some processes are very fast and hence
are extremely usefiil for applications \^iiich require short time operation.
The applications of semiconductors are demonstrated by many inq)ortant devices such
as the field effect transistor (FET), the bipolar transistor, light-emittmg diode (LED),
semiconductor lasers and detectors. With the current technology, especially Si and m-V
confounds, the applications of these devices have changed our daily life so much that our
thinking started to change. It is the current research interest to use semiconductors as
photonic devices. The motivation of this trend is to use the ultimate speed of light to transfer
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informatioii, along with the possible low energy consimq)tion. To acconq)lish this task, new
concepts are required and new structures are to be developed. One particular way to achieve
this goal is to use the electronic and optical properties of ultrathin layers (in the order of a few
nm in thickness) which is usualfy referred as quantum well (QW). During the last 20 years,
this field has been e}q)lored extensively.
Fundamentals of semiconductor QW structures
The current large amount of research on semiconductor QW was initiated with a
proposal by Esaki and Tsu [38] in 1969. A QW is essentially a one-dimensional potential
structure engineered with epitaxy of alternating ultrathin layers. They are usually prepared by
molecular beam epita^Q^ (MBE) and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). It
was theoretically shown that QW structures possess electronic and optical properties of quasitwo(one)-dimensional character in the direction perpendicular (parallel) to the growth axis
because the characteristic lengths are smaller than the electron mean firee path. A negative
differential resistance m I-V characteristic of a GaAs-AlGaAs superlattice (SL) was first
observed by Esaki et al [39]. Since then the in^)rovement in growth techniques during the last
two decades has made high-quality QW with designed potential profiles as well as inq)urity
distributions in interatomic spacing region. Remarkable progress has been made in this new
fi'ontier of semiconductor physics [40].
A typical semiconductor QW structure is illustrated in Figure 5.1. An ultrathin layer
with different energy band gap is inserted in a host semiconductor. The heterostructure can
be classified into the following four different categories: Type I, type H-staggered, type 11misaUgned, and type m. Exan^les of type I are GaAs-AlAs, GaSb-AlSb, GaAs-GaP, etc.,
M^ere the energy gap difference AEg=AEc+AEv, with AE^ (AEv) bemg the energy difference m
the conduction (valence) bands of the two materials. Type n applies to systems like InAsGaSb, (InAs)i.x(GaAs)x-(GaSb)i.y(GaAs)y, etc., w^iere the energy-gap difference AEg=|AEcAEvI, and electrons and holes are confined in different materials. Type HI is exenq)lified by
HgTe-CdTe where the energy band is more like metal with zero or negative
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Material II, 10 nm
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Type III

•7^
Material I
Figure 5.1.

A typical QW structure v^ch is an ultrathin layer embedded in a

second material The resultant band structures are also illustrated.

energy gap.
QW structures possess many novel properties including resonant tunneling [41],
carrier and exciton confinements [42], non-linear optical properties [43], and quantized Hall
effect [44], Resonant tunneling was observed by Chang et al [41] in double-barrier QW
structure. It was found that the resonance is achieved at certain bias voltages w^en the Fermi
level of electrons in the electrode aligns with the energy of the quasi-bound states in QW. The
first observation of the confinement states in QW was reported by Dmgle et al [42] fi-om
optical absorption measurement. Several exciton peaks, associated with different quantum
levels of electrons and holes, were also resolved. Tsu et al [45] measured the photo-current
for GaA&-GaAlAs superlattice (SL) subject to an electric field. A series of peaks in the photocurrent spectrum have been observed which conespond to the transitions between different
quantum states in the valence and conduction bands. Therefore, the quantum nature of the
structure was confirmed.
Since the discovery of semiconductor QW structures, the majority of the structures
studied so far are concemed with the planar structure owning to the planar nature of the
fabrication techniques. No matter how perfect the planar layers are, the real structures from
this category could never be sur&ce defect firee as the boundaries of the layers are not
terminated. When the QW is fiirther modified into small structures, this problem becomes
worse. However, a special configuration, the cyhndrical structure, can in principle elimmate
this problem. Figure 5.2 shows a hypothetical structure of such nature. It also consists of
layers, in cylinder shape, with lower energy band gap sandwiched in material with higher
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energy band gap. This type of structure is a challenge to the current fabrication techniques.
Despite the lack of proper &brication techniques, the structure is still interesting enough to
study. The structure is interesting because of the fimdamental different coherence of the
carrier wavefimction involved and possibility to lead to new devices that operate on new
princ^les.
In addition to new coherence and the reduction of the sur&ce area, another particular
interest of the cylindrical QW (CQW) is the response of the structure to an external magnetic
field. It is known that the coherence length of the carrier in hi^ quality semiconductor
materials exceeds 1 ^m Therefore, ^en a magnetic field is apphed to a CQW less than that
aze, strong modulation to the wavefimction can happen to the carrier. The magnetic field has
limited effects to the planar QW as the symmetry of the structure would not couple with the
field effectively. On the other hand, the magnetic field couples with CQW strongly as the
quantum number of the angular momentum comes into pictiure due to the fact that the
boundary is now conq)letefy closed.
It is known that an abrupt potential occurs at the inter&ce of two different materials
with matched crystal structure due to the potentials contributed by different atoms. This
abrupt potential could exist macroscopically in cylindrical geometry as shown in Figure 5.2.
Atthough this abrupt potential fhictuates in the lattice constant scale due to the crystal
structures of most semiconductors, it is smooth to the first order if the dimension of the
structure is large conq)ared to the lattice constant. Assuming that the well and barrier are
Material H, 10 lun

Material I

Figure 5.2.

The schematic of a QW with cylindrical geometry.
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constructed by GaAs and AlxGai.xAs, the general phenomena associated with planar QW can
be studied in CQW as well.
To date, there is no experimental attenq)t to &bricate a CQW, largefy because of the
dif&cuMes involved in the growth and regrowth processes. Since the structures are somevs^at
similar to a QWI, it is instructive to discuss the common &brication techniques for a QWI
[46]. Most growths start with a QW and a QWI is then patterned by chemical etching
techniques. The resultant structures usually display high surface states wiiich aher the
quantum effect considerabfy. Combmed with the dimensional variation, they could suppress
any effect origiaated firom quantum phenomena. When consecutive layers, as in a double
CQW, are required, one can image that these layers will have no distingui^able quantum
effects. Unless techniques such as chemical etching and regrowth are developed within smgle
atomic layer precision in any geometry, the fabrication of the proposed structure is very
difficult. The second approach to &bricate a QWI is to use the epitaxial growth on shaped
substrates. The layers deposited conform to the ciuvature of the substrate and the QWI is
formed vy^en the curved region is filled. This approach is more suitable for the half cylinder
structure shown m Figure 5.2. However, one has the tension problem and the possible
variation of the layer thickness, and the dif&culties in making contacts.
Previous techniques have been well demonstrated in m-V semiconductors. There is a
less known method to £ibricate tiny metal wire, the so called nanotube technique [47], Some
porous glass and ceramic materials, when fabricated under certam conditions, can form hollow
cylinders. By injecting other materials into the hollow, cylindrical wires could be made. This
was successfiiUy done for metals, and has recently been done for semiconductor materials
[48]. It is not clear yet how to mcorporate different semiconductor materials into the same
hollow with control over the layer thickness. Nevertheless, this approach seems more
promising to the \Niiole cylinder structure.
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6. BASIC THEORY
The band structure of m-V semiconductor compounds
Some m-V semiconductor confounds have a direct energy gap and others have an
indirect energy gap. GaAs and AlxGai.xAs (x<0.4) with direct gap [49] are the most common
materials for &brication of QWs. Their band structures near the Brillouin zone center are
shown m Figure 6.1, wdiere Fe, F? and Fs indicate symmetries w^ch reveal the most optical
and transport properties. The valence bands of light- and heavy-holes are degenerate at Fg
point, and the Fy valence band is split by the spin-oibit couplmg. The most useM parameters
for GaAs and AlAs are listed m Table 6.1. In the table, m*e is the eflfective mass of electron,
m*ih and m'''hh are the effective masses of li^t- and heavy-holes in units of mo the free
electron mass, s is the dielectric constant, y is the Luttinger parameter w^ch is used for band
structure calculation and Eg and A are the energy gap and the spin-orbit splh in the unit of eV.

Figure 6.1.

Band structure of a direct gap IQ-V semiconductor m the vicinity of the

Brillouin zone center.
Table 6.1

Typical parameters for GaAs-AlAs.
m*e (mo)

m*ih (mo)

ni*hh (mo)

8

Y

E3(0K)(eV)

A(eV)

GaAs

0.067

0.08

0.45

12.5

1.20

1.52

0.34

AlAs

0.124

0.02

0.48

12.5

0.12

3.13

0.275
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The envelope function approximation
To describe the band structure of a QW, the Envelope Function Approximation (EFA)
[50] has been developed based upon the following two facts m m-V semiconductors; a) most
of the host materials display similar band structures, and the periodic part wavefunction of the
Bloch function at the band edges does not differ much from one material to another; and b)
the relevant electronic structures of heterostructures are often close to the band extreme of
the host materials. Thus, onfy a small j&action of the host Brillouin zone participates m the
building oftheheterostructure states.
According to the basic band theory, the potential seen by an electron inside a perfect
crystal is a periodically changing fimction in space and the wave fimction of the electron can
be generally written as:
A,B

•

wdiere A and B represent the species of the C0nq)0und materials and ^ is the electron wave
vector.

is the electron wave fimction of a unit cell and is the index of energy bands.

When an ultrathin layer is mtroduced inside a perfect crystal, the potential seen by the electron
is modified by the new species of the layer. Although the periodicity for a perfect crystal does
not exist w^en the ultrathin layer is introduced, the local distortion of the potential allows the
EFA, which assumes that the wave function is modulated by the presence of the layer as
Jf®(%/(^)»
wdiere

•

(6-2)

is the electron wave vector perpendicular to the growth direction and / is an index

to characterize different levels. As a result of this approximation,

is actually

determined by singly considering the standard text book quantum mechanics problem, or
^
2 ^ \m{z)J dz

=

(6.3)

which differs from 1-d Schrodinger equation by the coordinator dependence of the mass m(z).
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Microscopic picture of the QW and the application of the EFA: a) the

host structure b) the QW structure c) the e£fecttve potential

The boundary conditions are the continuance of Xii^) and m ^(z)(^/(z) /

at the

mter&ces. Figure 6.2. demonstrates the microstructure and the concept of the EFA.
The above theory can be generalized into the cylindrical geometry as shown in Figure
6.3. Instead of a regular arrangement of the atoms with planar geometry, the atoms could be
arranged regularly m space to form a pseudo circular shape. Microscopically, the potential is
very irregular. However, as one looks at the picture macroscopically, the average potential
Material II, 10 nm
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The generalization of EFA in CQW.
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seen by electrons could be an effective potential that is very 5amilar to the case of the planar
structure. The rigorous derivation from basic band structure theory is out of the scope of this
study and is left to the band structure specialist.
In analog to the planar QW, the wavefiinction of an electron in a CQW is written as
¥=

,

(6.4)

within the scheme of EFA. The energy levels are determined by

.2L

l_Lf P
+ J__^ +
pdp\m(p)dp. p" 5^2J

y(p)\xi

(A <l>) = £Xi (A <t>) •

(6.5)

The boundary conditions are the continuance of XiiP^^) ^nd (m{p)) ^{d%i(p,(l>)/ dp) at
inter&ces.
Basic properties of QW
From basic quantum mechanics [51], the following characteristics are present for a
particle inside a potential well: a) energy levels are quantized, as the solution of the
Schrodinger equation only exists for certain energies; b) particle is confined in the quantum
well, as the wave &nction decays e?q)onentially outside the well; c) the density of states
(DOS) display two dimensional characteristics, as the particle possesses only two degrees of
freedom.
Figure 6.4 shows the basic directions that an electron can move in QW structure, I)
Al^Gai.^As
GaAs
,1.

\ /
AlxGai.^As
Figure 6.4.

7n\r_
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\
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/
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Two transport directions of electrons in the QW structure.
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peipeadicular and U) parallel to the growth direction. In the former case, the carrier is
moving only along the direction perpendicular to the growth direction. One astonishing
property is the high mobility [52]. The mobility in most semiconductors is limited by the
scattering processes [53], for exanq>le the interaction between phonons and carriers, and the
scattering of iirq)urities. Carriers are usua% introduced by dopants in the bulk semiconductor,
and inevitably scattering centers appear. In the case of QW, however, the dopants can be
located outside the active region (QW) and carriers difiiise into the QW. Therefore, those
carriers are free fiom the scattering of dopant atoms. The mobility is only limited by the
phonon scattering and few defects in the structure, for example the inter&ce roughness.
For the transportation in the parallel direction to the growth direction, it is the
quantum tunneling that dommates. It was the first dramatic property discovered m the QW
structure. Here, classical electron transport theory &ils and one has to consider the wave
nature of electrons that cause the ciurent under the mihience of an applied bias [54]. In
addition, the quantum tunneling is so strong that it can be easily observed at room
tenq)erature.
The QW structure is fimdamentally different from the bulk material, especialfy for the
optical properties. Since the carriers are confined in the growth direction, their response to
Ught is very different fi:om the bulk. One distinguishing difference is the DOS w^ch leads to
very dramatic optical properties for the QW. Figure 6.5 con^ares the DOS for 2- and 3dimensional systems, hi the 3-dunensional case, the DOS is a continuous fimction A^diich
extend to the bottom of the conduction band. In a QW, the quantized nature of the stmcture
forbids the optical transition below the first subband. The entire spectrum will shift due to the
absence of allowed states at the bottom of the conduction band. In addition, the step change

3-D
DOS
Energy
Figure 6.5.

DOS of2-and 3-dimensional systems.
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in DOS induces a series of peaks in the optical spectrom.
Another inoportant property of QW structures is the electron-hole pair, also called an
exdton, as shown in Figure 6.6. At room tenq)erature, the exciton usually does not exit in
most semiconductor bulk materials due to the relatively weak coherence. In the QW, the
quantum confinement localizes the electrons and holes and resuhs m a large wave&nction
overlapping between the electron and hole. Therefore, exciton transition can be observed
even at roomten^erature [43]. As a result of the strong excitonic effect, most optical devices
based on QW structures have to consider the effects £rom excitons.
Carriers in the bulk material respond to li^t by certam speed vsMch is mainly
determined by the dynamic processes in the material, for exanq)le the diffusion of carriers and
the mteractions the carriers are e7q>eriencmg. The mteraction between carriers usually finishes
very fast and the difiEusion process in most bulk material is not &st due to the fact that a large
carrier concentration gradient is difi&cult to create. In QW structure, on the other hand, the
sharp heterostructure provides a large gradient for the carriers. Therefore, the capture of
carriers into QW is fast as shown in Figure 6.7. Along with the &st capture, the captured
Hole

^

Al^Gai.^s

Electron
Figure 6.6.

An electron-hole pair, also called exciton, in QW.
Fast
Light

Figure 6.7.

The &st capture of the carrier excited in the barrier mto well region.
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carriers usually have &st dynamics due to the strong spatial coherence inside the QW. This is
inq)ortant to the fixture applications in the &st opto-electronics and electro-optics [55].
Applications of QW structures
Electronic devices based on parallel transport
The superior electronic properties of the carriers on the plane of heterojunction has led
to some veiy important electronic devices. One of them is called high electron mobility
transistor [56]. The basic working princ^le is shown in Figure 6.8. By using the high
electron mobility in the channel, the speed of the device is very fast. It has been reported that
the speed of the devices is well over 100 GHz [57].
Electronic devices based on perpendicular transport
For the tran^ort in the perpendicular direction, quantum tunneling comes into picture.
Figure 6.9 shows a so called double-barrier tunneHng diode (DBTD) A^Mch utilizes the tran^ort
On

Al^Gaj.^As

n"^ ALGa,.„As

AIG a A s

AlGaAs

Ga A s

GaAs

E,

Figure 6.8.

Band diagram of a high electron mobility transistor at on and off states.
Al^Ga^.^As Barrier

BiasV^

I

GaAs
Figure 6.9.

Band diagram of a double-banier resonant tunnelmg structure.
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properties in the perpendicular dkection [58]. When the appEed bias aUgns the Fermi level of the
electrode on the left to the quad-level in the well, the carriers would tunnel through the structure
and get collected by the electrode on the ri^t ade. Hierefore, the I-V characteristics show a
strong peak vs^ere negative differential resistance v^s found. The ^eed of this device is also veiy
high ance the tunneling process in semiconductor isextremely £ist.
QW laser
The particular properties of QW structures opened a door to better semiconductor
laser [59]. Figure 6.10 shows the basic princ^leoftheQW laser. Spontaneous quantum
eflBciency in QW ntiaterials is better than the corresponding double-heterostmcture (DH)
material, due to the enhancement of the 2-dimenfflonal radiative recombination, and
diminished nonradiative recombination. This enhanced efSciency leads to enhanced inversion
of carriers at a given injection. The particular DOS of QW mcreases the gain at low injection
and lower absorption coefficient in unexcited QW layer than in a DH layer. Therefore,
semiconductor laser with extremely low thre^old and long operating time has been achieved.
Long wavelength detector
U^t detector is becoming in^ortant for the information era. The information that light
can carry is much more than electrons. In addition, the ^eed of the electron in most matoial is
one order less than that of the Ught. Therefore, the ulthnate &st device would be a device
operating on the transfer of light, also called photon. It is relative^ difficult to make long
wavelengdi detector, smce the small energy involved usua% causes noises in the low gap
semiconductor material due to the thermal distuibance at roomten:q)erature. However, the

EM Field
Confinement
Active Re
3W

Absorption
Figure 6.10.

Band diagram of semiconductor QW Laser.
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transition between subbands of the QW allows the detection of signals with long wavelength [60].
Hie signal can excite the tran^on between different subband levels. When the cascade
mechanism is used as shown in Figure 6.11, the detection of the signal can be adiieved.
Modulator
In bulk semiconductors, the carrier DOS is usually not concentrated and exciton is
missing at room ten^erature. Therefore, it is relatively difficult to modulate the properties of
the material by light with normal power incident. In the quantum well structure, on the other
hand, the carriers m the barriers tend to di£Eiise into the well and occupy in a relatively large
concentrated DOS. In addition, the enhanced coherence helps the existence of exciton.
Therefore, the modulation of QW is much easier, for exanq)le the modulation of the refiactive
index is very strong for QW structure by an electric field. Figure 6.12 shows a working QW
modulator by external electric field [61].
Long Wavelength
Light
Voltage

10-100 meV
Transition

Figure 6.11.

Long wavelength detector by the subband transition in QW.

Light In

QW

Light Out

Figure 6.12.

Light modulator by the electro-optic effect of QW structure.
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7. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF CQW
Energy levels of CQW
In a planar QW, energy levels depend on the well thickness and the harrier height.
Consequently, these parameters are important to the electronic and optical properties. For a
CQW, in addition to these parameters, the size of the structures becomes in:q)ortant too.
There are two conq)etitive &ctors, the technological lunits in defining small features and the
quantum phenomena at that scale. It becomes much more difficult to define single
geometrical patterns less than 0.1 |xm by the current technology, and CQWs are limited by this
size. On the other hand, as the size of the CQW increases, the particular quantiun phenomena
associated with this geometry is reduced due to a) the structure is approaching planar one, and
b) the loss of the carrier coherence for large distance. In A^at follows, CQW about O.S |jm in
size will be considered. Results of electrons are mainly presented. Energy levels of holes are
much more conq)licated due to the band mixmg and non-parabolic bands. However, the large
mobility of electrons in most semiconductors &vors devices operating by electrons.
Furthermore, holes are less affected by a magnetic field due to the heavier effective mass.
Energy levels of CQWs under the niQuence of a magnetic field were studied for infinite
barrier and extremely small structure (400 A) [62]. It is practically inq)ossible to fabricate
them by the current technology. Therefore, larger structures with finite barriers were studied
[63]. The wells and barriers are constructed by GaAs and AlxGai-^As. The Hamiltonian of an
electron with effective mass

(w and b represent well and barrier regions) and charge q,

in the presence of a magnetic field, is then written as
(7.1)
with A = E XP /2 being the vector potential of the magnetic field e7q)ressed in Landau gauge.
By writmg the wavefimction as

, and defining the following variables,
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Eq. (7.1) becomes
^.+/?+[_i+^_^]/?=0,
4
4^
jEn ~ f^vvJ)(p)
with p = —^
I\cob

tn
2

(7.3)

. The general solution to Eq. (7.3) is

m = e-^''|'"'^[^(a,6,D + 5C/(a,6,|)],

(7.4)

with b =|wi|+l and a = -f/5- —-—j. M{a,b,^ and U{a,h,^ are the confluent
hypergeometric fiinctions [64]. They can be e;q)ressed by the following series
(a) I"
M{a,b,^ = S/.x" ,» («)m = a{a + IXa + 2)A (a+« -1), (a)o = 1,
^

f

Af(^A4)

(7.5a)

,1-b M(l+a-b^-b,4)]

r(a)r(2-4)

J'

When the magnetic field is set to zero, the sohition becomes
(7.6)

[[CI„(JIp) + DK„(?fp)]
with
/3'^^lEf,-yjp)],

E^>yjp),

(7.7a)

V = -j^iyi(p)-Et,l

fi(p)>£p,

(7.7b)

w^ere J„(x), Y„(x),I^ix),K„(x) are the Bessel functions. They can be expressed by the
following series

Jmi^)Jmix) =[-x\ 1,-— / ^
V2 J „=o «!r(7M+« + l)

,

(7.8a)
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sin(/n;r)

2

(7.8b)

sm(w;r)

At interfeces, the following quantities R{p) and

| (^In R{p) / 4?) are continuous.
^

Figure 7.1 shows the development of an iteration relation based on these continuities. For an
arbitrary barrier in the structure, two quantities that depend only on the wavefunction and
their derivatives are connected by
(7.9)

KmJ E+^,S

+(<>.»)

with 1=1, -1 for the right and left inter&ces of the barrier. At the mterfaces of the out most
buffer barriers, we have
mli:
'"A
mis «o

«o=—

_

(7.10)

v^^iere
J ^ e-^'''^M^a,b,?),UAPp),ImiVP)),

(7.Ua)

=

(7.11b)

are used to represent the wavefiinction in each barrier and well In writing Eq. (7.10), the
boundary conditions of wavefunction at origin and infinite are used. The energy levels are
then obtained by matching the a„ iterated by Eq. (7.9) and the a„ by Eq. (7.10) directly.
Barrier

Well I

Well II

Ci2b"^Di£ib
a
/ = -1

Figure 7.1.

b
/= 1

The development of an iteration relation by using the contmuity of the

wavefunction at the inter&ces.
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First, single and double CQW structures are considered. Figure 7.2 shows the energy
levels of an electron in a 50 A GaAs single and a 100-50-100 A GaAs-AIo.isGao.ss-GaAs
double CQW embedded in AIo.isGao.8s buffer material as a fiinction of the azimuth nimiber, m.
The radius of the inner buffer barrier, ro, is 2500 A. The following material parameters [65]

mw=0.067mo and mb=(0 067+ 0.083x)mo are used, llie enq)iiical expression, Ec=l.155x+0.37j^
(eV), has been used for the direct gap band differoice between GaAs and A^Gai-xAs. Conduction
band ofi^ (barrier hei^t Vo) is taken to be 60% of this difl^ence. From Figure 7.2, it is seen
that the energy levels mcrease non linearly with /» as a result of the increase of the angular
energy. The energy difference between two consecutive t^'s shows an almost linear
dependence for large m. For small m, an oscillation is seen and it is very noticeable in the
double CQW. This is attributed to the specific coherence of the Bessel function A>\Mch

Double CQW

Figure 7.2.

Energy levels of an electron in a 50 A single GaAs and a 100-50-100 A

CraAs-Alo.isGao.gsAs-GaAs double CQW embedded in Alo.isGao.ssAs buffer barriers as
a fiinction of the azimuth number, m.
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changes significantly for small m.
The energy of an electron in a planar QW can be written as
E = E,(/)+11^ (kj +kl)l2mt,

(7.12)

and the energy of an electron in a cylindrical QW is
E = Ep{i,M)+r[^kl Unii.

(7.13)

They correspond to 2- and 1-dimensional systems. Figure 7.3 depicts the DOS of the CQW
vv^ch is characterized by sharp peaks. However, when the difference of the energy for the
consecutive /n's are very small such as the case of very large radms, the structure is equivalent
to a 2-dimensional system.
When a magnetic field is present, the energy levels shown in Figure 7.2 change.
Figure 7.4 plots the energy levels of the single and double CQW of Figure 7.2 as a fimction of
m for magnetic fields 0.5 and 1.5 Tesla (T). Ahnost linear behavior is seen, wUch is similar to
the Zeeman splitting of the energy levels of an atom in a magnetic field. For large magnetic
field, the niunber of the bound levels is reduced in the double CQW. It is also interesting to
notice that the selection rule of the optical band-to-band transition for the structure requires
that m, =

for non-circular polarized light. Smce holes and electrons cany opposite

charges, the transition energy is nearly a constant for difierent m, a character which is very
inq)ortant for potential applications of CQW.
Figure 7.5 shows the energy levels of the smgle and double CQW of Figure 3.2 as a
fimction of the magnetic field for w = 0,+2. A steady increase of energy levels is seen as the
magnetic field becomes strong. The amount of the increase is as much as 100 meV for the

m = 0,±1,±2
n=l
DOS

n=2

Wv
Energy

Figure 7.3.

The particular DOS ofthe CQW.
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The energy levels of an electron in the single and double CQW of

Figure 7.2 as a fiinction ofm for magnetic field 0.5 and 1.5 T.
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Double CQW

Energy levels of an electron m the single and double CQW of Figure

7.2 as a fimction of the magnetic field for /« = 0, ± 2.

first level of the double CQW as the magnetic field increases firom 0 to 2 T. Magnetic field is
known to have profound effects on the electronic and optical properties of semiconductors
macroscopically by microscopically quantizing the band structure or localizmg the electrons
and holes. When the system becomes small, magnetic field starts to afiect the coherence of
the particle wavefimction significantly. The magnetic field produces an effective potential to
the carriers in the small structure and it changes energy levels. The prerequisite is that the
coherence of the electron is preserved.
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There is an interesting phenomena associated with the double CQW as the barrier
width changes. The coupling between the two wells decreases exponentially as the middle
barrier becomes thick. In a double planar QW, the wells are ahnost identical for very thick
barrier, resulting in a degeneracy in the energy levels. For a double CQW, the geometry and
the magnetic field break the symmetry and the degeneracy is lifted. Figure 7.6 ^ows the
energy levels and the difference of the coupled energy levels of the double CQW of Figure 7.2
as a iimction of the barrier thickness for magnetic field 0.5 and l.S T. As the thickness of the
barrier increases, instead of occurring a degeneracy of the coupled levels, they deviate fi'om
each other after reaching a mmimum. If one recalls that the effective potential induced by the
magnetic field increases as the barrier becomes thicker. One realizes that the con^etition
between the decrease of the coupling and the increase of the effective potential results in a
local minimiim
Apart firom the magnetic field, another important parameter of the structure is the
radius of the inner buffer barrier, ro. For large ro, the electron coherence is randomized by
various scattering during the circulation inside the well, and consequently quantum effects
would be weakened. To preserve the coherence, small ro is desired because of less scattering
during the circulation. Figure 7.7 shows the energy levels of the smgle and double CQW of
50
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The energy levels (m=0) and the difference of the coupled energy

levels of the double CQW of Figure 7.2 as a fiinction of the barrier width for magnetic
field 0.5 and 1.5 T.
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Figure 7.2 as a function of ro for magnetic field 0, 0.5 and 1.5 T. For the case of the double
CQW without magnetic field, only the lowest level is shown. It is seen that the energy levels
increase as ro increases, and for large magnetic field, the increase is &ster. This is understood
by the fact that the effective potential produced by a constant magnetic field is proportional to
the square of the radhis as Eq. (7.3) indicates. However, one should be reminded that this is
onfy true w^en the carrier coherence is preserved.
The above resuhs could lead to a potential application for a potential in-situ tunable
semiconductor laser. To tune a laser, one prerequisite is that the emission spectrum consists
of the desired lasing energy. By the he^ of extemal mirror, this lasing energy can be
amplified. For the lasing energy outside the emission spectrum, a new laser structure ought be
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buih. By choosing a specific chemical composition for the active region of the laser, the
wavelength of the lasmg light could be changed in a Avide range (roughly fiom 630 nm to 2
(un) by the ciurent technology. Normally, there is also a tuning section needed. To date, the
most promising one is the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) A^4iose refiactive index can be
electrically controlled by the carrier plasma in the DBR region. The lasmg light can be
changed by controlling the tuning section, provide that the spectrum of the active region is
rich. It is in^ortant in technology and of fimdamental interests as well that one can change
the operating wavelength in a wide range after &brication. If the spectrum of a laser extends
over a feirly large region, the lasing energy can be tuned easily. However, a broad spectrum
means a distribution of energy. When a particular energy is chosen for lasing, other energies
are lost. Hence, it is very inq)ortant to be able to tune a narrow spectrum in a wide range.
It is now very common to &bricate semiconductor laser by QW structure and the size
has been reduced toward submicron range. QW laser has a narrower spectrum than that of
the corresponding bulk one. The emission spectrum of the active region can be modified by
the appropriate choice of materials and designs of the structures, a procedure depending on
fabrication processes. To yield in-situ tuning, an external force is needed to continuously
modify the emission spectrum of the active layer without significantly affectmg other usefiil
conq)onents. Controlling the emission spectrum through electric field requires additional
electrodes which is not desirable for small semiconductor laser. Therefore, magnetic field is
an ideal candidate to achieve such task. The magnetic field induces an effective potential that
can change the emission spectrum as shown before, and it can also preserve the coherence of
the carrier. As long as the time takes for the carrier circulation is less than the spontaneous
radiative lifetime, the carrier will respond to the magnetic field. Furthermore, the selection
rule of the optical band-to-band transition for the structure and the &ct that holes and
electrons carty opposite charges lead to a nearly constant transition energy for different m. As
the magnetic field strength increases, this energy difference mcreases and so does the lasing
Ught. One additional advantage of the CQW structure is the 1-dimensional DOS vsiiich
further enhances the optical transition.
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Tunneling in CQW
1-V characteristics of DBTD with cylindrical geometry
DBTD, the device demonstrated the iiDportance of QW structure, has been drawing a
great deal of attention because tunneling is the &stest charge tran^ortation phenomena in
semiconductors. Many in^ortant properties, such as negative differential resistance, oscillation or
instability, have been discovered [66]. In device &brication, high quality DBTD of planar
geometry is achieved by MBE or MOCVD. DBTD with cy&drical geometry has not been
attenq)ted e^erimenta%. Hieoretica%, they have been studied by Pmg and Dalai [67]for
absohite zero temperature. Interesting features, originating from the geometrical property of the
structure, have be^ revealed in the transmission ^ectra and I-V characteristics. More studies
have recent^ been done by Ping [68] for the effects of the temperature, structural parameters and
geometrical configurations on the properties of the radial tunneling.
There are many approaches to stu^ the tunneling behavior. The most successfid method
so &r is the transfer matrix formalism. Hie sin^lest version of the transfer matrix approach is to
consider the weQs and barriers separate^ and match them according to the boundary conditions.
This method is unsatis&ctory to reproduce experimental results of planar DBTD, due to the
neglect of 1) quantum repulaon from the barrier on carrier distribution; 2) the non-equilibrium
nature of the process; 3) the effects of phonons and defects. Much more realistic and sophisticated
techniques, such as the self-consistent method including the effects of phonons and defects, have
been introduced [69]. However, the transfer matrix method can provide the most basic features of
the I-V characteristics of DBTD.
The Q&drical DBTD (CDBTD) to be studied and the anpMed band diagram are
schematically shown m Figure 7.8. M the figure, pe, b and a are the radius of the first barrier, the
well width and barrier thickness, re^ectivefy. Vo and Va are the barrier height and applied bias.
Two contacts (Ri<pe and R2>Pe+2a+b) are introduced m the structure to collect and gect carriers.
It is assumed that carriers are thermalized at these contacts and the ^eed of thennaUzation is &st
enough to produce a unifonn distribution of the carriers at the sur&ce of contacts. Under these
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assunq)tions, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for an electron with effective masg m*(p)
in the region between the contacts is written as
(7.14)
with

2

I d , p Q
pdp m ( p ) d p

1 ^

^

+ V(p)

(7.15)

AA^iich win be solved.
In the following, we use mwfor the electron effective mass of the emitter, well and
collector (GaAs); and mb for the electron effective mass of the bairiers (MGai.xAs). In lieu of a
self-consistent sohition of the Poisson equation, we assume that the potential is constant in each
well and barrier and the total vohage drop is distributed equa% at each of the heterointer&ces.
Thus, the potential profile is written as

V(p)

2
Vo-^^Va;

(7.16)
J =1 2 .

wdiere 1=^1,2,3 represent the emitter, well and collector and j=l,2 the two barriers. In writing Eq.
(7.16), the band bending due to carrier redistribution has been neglected. Following standard
variable separation, the wavefimction is written as ^(p,^,2,i) = $(p)Z(z)e'^^e~^^^^- Then
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6(p) is determmed by

dp^

P

dp

[

yf

^ere E p = E - E z i s i h e radial energy, the states with E^ are interested as they produce the
current, hi the z direction, it is assumed that the ends of the CDBTD are &r apart and the potential
of the wall is infinite^ large. Therefore, there are onfy stationaiy states in this dh-ection and no
cuirent exists. Since the carriers flow in and out the contacts and the thermalization there is
assumed to be fist, current flow circle is defined. We have snq)]ified the vv4iole problem to the
extent that the mathematics involved is ea^ to handle. The traveling wave solutions to Eq. (7.17)
in different regions are
H{^>(K^P) + RH^>(KIP);

RI<P<PE'

AlIl(VlP) + BlKl(riiP);
0(p) = \CiH{^>(k2P)+DiH?Uk2p);
A2I1 ( V2P) + B2K i ( jJ2P ) ;
TH[^>(K3P);

Pe<P<Pe'^^'
Pe+a<p<p^+a + b.
Pe

(7.18)

+ a + b<p<p^+2a + b,
PE + 2A + B<P<R2,

with
hi =

mw(Ep-^ eVa(^-^)^2)'

' ~ 1,2,3,

Vj = rf^yl2m(Vo-Ep-eVaO-V/2).
Here,

j = 1,2.

(7.19a)
(7.19b)

Ii(x) and Ki(x) represent the Hankel fimctions and modified Bessel fimctions of the

first and second kind. The radial current daisity, for an electron with energy E=Ep+Ei and the
azimuth number /, can be quantum mechanical^ calculated by
Jp =

2IMW

¥ - rv y/*)yr J =

NIYVP

.

(7.20)

Summing for all possible states in the contacts, the total radial current density per unit length is
J = io

TTTF (PG + 2A+ OJ

' dEpi'^if(Ep+Ej-f(Ep+E, + eVjJd^,,

(7.21)
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•w\asiiQf(E) is the Fenni distribution fimctioa ITie transmisaon coefficient, T(Ep,VJ, can be
obtained by the transfer matrix method

(3-C;:
'21 aC).
^^-^22
\^ch yields T(Eu VJ =Mu . The transfer matrix A/is equal to M(l)*M(2) with
H?>(kiP^)
H f ^ ( k i P , ) Y ( Ii(ViPi)
Ki(ViPi) \
\MJIH^^^'(KIPI) M'JHF^'(KIPF)J \MB II'(TJ^PI) M'H KI'(JLIPI))
F IL(RJI(PI + A))

KI(7JI(P,. + Q))

^^

{.nii/11'(TJi(Pi + a)) nij! Ki'(Vi(Pi +")))
HI^^(KI+}(P,+ A))
HF^(KI+I(P, + A)) ^
'(KI^I (PI + A))
TRD HF>'(KM (P^+ A)).

(7.23)

mi p(=pe+(i-l)(a+b), i=l,2. In obtaining Eq. (7.23), continuities of the wavefijnction 0(p)2ssA.
the probability current density /n~^ {dd(p) / Sp) of the electron across the inter&ces have been
used. Therefore, we can fiirther prove that, by u^g the above wavefimctions, the probability
current density of the electron in the radial direction is conserved wiiich ensures the consen^ation of
the current asweE
The transmission spectra and I-V characteristics are calculated for material parameters used
before. The electron Fermi energy. Eg is S meV, corresponding to an electron concentration of
about lO'Vcm^ near the electrodes of the emitter and collector. Figure 7.9 shows the transmission
spectrum of a GaAs-Alo sCJao jAs CDBTD with 1=0 and I, under bias of 0.01 and 0.5 V. The well
width (b), barrier thickness (a) and the radius of the first barrier (pe) are 50,50 and 1000 A,
re^ectivefy. For coiiq>arison, the transmission spectrum of a planar DBTD with the same
parameters is also plotted. It is seen that oscillations appear in the transmission spectrum of the
CDBTD, vs^iich can be more clearfy seen in the enlarged portions (mserts). Mathematical^, the
cy&drical wave (Hankel fimction) differs firom the plane wave by a more coni^Hcated position
dependence of anq)litude and phase, hi addition, the translation invariance of the plane wave is lost
in the cylindrical wave. I^ysicalfy, the phase matching for the transmission has been changed in the
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Transmission coeflScient, 1T |, v.s. Ep (in unit of Ef) for a GaAs-

Alo.3Gao,7As CDBTD with 1=0 and 1 states, under bias of 0.01 and 0.5 V. The
transmission coefficient for the corresponding planar DBTD is also plotted.

CDBTD. For a CDBTD, the an5)litude of the iacome cylindrical wave at ro swings periodically as
the energy of the electron, or the argument of the cylindrical wave, changes. This results in the
oscillation of the transmission coefficient. As the argument increases, the oscillation decreases and
the transmission spectrum of a CDBTD approaches that of a planar DBTD since the cylindrical
waves behave more like plane waves.
Oscillation in the transmission spectrum afifects the I-V characteristics of the CDBTD.
Figure 7.10 plots the I-V characteristics and the conductance of the GaAs-A]o,3Gao.7As CDBTD of
Figure 7.9 with 1=0, at 0,100 and 300 K The corresponding characteristics for planar DBTD are
also inchided for corti^arison. Except for the oscillation in the CDBTD, both characteristics look
veiy .similar. As seen from the calculated conductance, the oscillation is relatively weak compared
to the dominant resonant peaks at low tenqjerature, and becomes dommant as the temperature
increases, especially around the resonant peaks. To understand the existence of the oscillation at
high tenq)erature, one has to realize the asymmetry nature of the oscillation m the transmission
spectrum. The oscillation becomes smaller as the energy of the incident electron increases.
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curves for the planar DBTD are also plotted

Therefore, a distribution of electrons resuhs in a net oscillating current for diflferent bias because
the oscillation from low energy electrons dominants the contribution. The voltage diflFerence of
one cycle of oscillation, for the parameters studied here, is about 20 mV, v^iiich is equivalent to a
teiiq)erature of200 K It is known that (optical and thermal) phonons and other defect scattering
affect the tunneling process significant^. Therefore, these oscillations could be smeared out at high
ten^erature by the phonon assisted tunneling and the coUiaons with defects and quasi-particles. It
should be very interesting to study the effects of phonons and defects on the oscillation.
The performance of DBTD is affected by the A1 concentration, wdiich determmes the
barrier height. Figure 7.11 shows the I-V characteristics of the GaAs-AlxGai-xAs CDBTD of
Figure 7.9 for x=0.1 and 0.3, at 0 and 300 K The wave vector in the barriers depends on the
barrier height. Small value of x results in a large difference between cylindrical and plane waves,
contributing to strong oscillations for low tenqjerature wdien electrons mainly occupy the states
below the Fermi energy. As the terq)erature increases, electrons spread mto high energy states.
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Hiese electrons travel through the CDBTD with low A1 concentration (small Vo for the barriers)
without the tunneling process, eliminating the oscillation. On the other hand, they must still tunnel
through a high A1concentration (large Vo for the barriers) CDBTD, and the oscillation remains.
The I-V characteristics of a DBTD are also affected by the well width and barrier
thickness, hicreasing the barrier thickness general^ reduces current density because of the
decrea^g of the electron tunnelmg probability. In the case of a CDBTD, oscillations in the I-V
characteristics become weak according. The change of the well width, on the other hand, does
not affect the oscillation significant^. Hierefore, thin barriers are deshred for large oscillations. Ii
planar DBTD &brication, thin barriers are achieved by decreasing the growth time. For a CDBTD,
inqjerfections of growth techniques and the inherent crystal ^mmetry iaq>ose difficulties in
controlling the geometiy. A number of atomic layers is needed to conqiensate these effects and a
large well width is preferred as it affects the oscillation less.
Hie most inq)ortant parameter of the structure is, peih^s, the radius of the first barrier, pe.
Small Pe leads to a large difference betweoi cyhndrical and plane v^es, resulting in large
oscillations. However, as the size of the device becomes small, quantization becomes very
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important. Typical length of this effect is tens of nanometer for semiconductor devices. In addition
to the quantization in the radial direction as the device becomes smaller, the charging effects, e.g.
Coulomb blockade, could also affect the oscillation significantly. The capacitance of the proposed
CDBTD per unit length can be found in standard electromagnetic textbook as Ins^sr / ln(6 / a),
with a and b bemg the inner and outer radius of the contacts. In oiu* case, Ri and R2 are the
boundaries. For a 10 ^un long cylmder widi Ri and R2 being 1000 and 5500 A, the capacitance is
about 4.2 fF. The chargmg energy is therefore estimated as Ec=e^/C=0.04 meV. From the
transmission spectrum of Figure 7.9, a cycle of oscillation is in the order of 1.5*5=7.5 meV, wWch
is about two orders of magnitude larger than the charging energy. Therefore, the charging effects
would not affect the oscillation in the CDBTD significant^ for structures more than 1000 A in size.
Figure 7.12 shows the I-V characteristics of a CDBTD at 0 and 300 K, with Pc=1000 and
5000 A- It is seen that the anqjlitude of the oscillation decreases as pc mcreases wliich is the result
of the asyn^totic behavior of the cylindrical wave (more close to plane wave) and the position
dependence of the anq)litude and phase has now less influence than the case of small pe.
Meanv^Me, the period of the oscillation decreases as Pe increases. The relationsh^ between the
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I-V characteristics of the GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As CDBTD of Figure 7.9 with

Pc=1000 and 5000

A for 1=0 state, at 0 and 300 K.
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period and Pe and other parameters such as the well width, the barrier thickness and the potential
height is conq)licated yet to be mvestigated. It is very clear that pc plays an irqjortant role since the
small oscillation of large pe is easily suppressed by eflFects like contact resistance and the
surrounding noise. Therefore, to observe oscillations, different materials and designs which
enhance the difference of the cylindrical wave and plane wave are needed.
Electrons ejected from the emitter are not Innited to the 1=0, 1 states. Oscillations
associated with high 1 electrons can also be involved. Figure 7.13 shows the I-V characteristics of
the CDBTD of Figure 7.9 for1=0,1,4 and 5, at 0 and 300 K It is seen that 1) odd and even 1
states have inverse oscillations, and 2) oscillations for high 1 states shift slightly relative to those of
low 1 states with the same parity (symmetry). This behavior is very decisive in the experimental
realization of the structure, and the observation of the oscillation. To avoid destructive
interference, limiting the electrons to the same symmetry within a few 1 states is essential It is
interesting to notice that the odd I sohition is ensured in the senri-CDBTD ^^^len the surface is
appropriately passivated. This can be achieved by coating an insulator layer wdiich gives an
approximate^ mfinite high barrier for the carriers.
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Figure 7.13.

I-V characteristics of the GaAs-AlosGaojAs CDBTD of Figure 7.9 for 1=0,

1,2,4 and 5 states, at 0 and 300 K
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The geometrical characteristics of the stmcture can lead to interesting devices. Figure 7.14
shows a configuration consisting of two parallel semi-CDBTD. These two parallel semi-CDBTD
are electrical^ connected by a common temunaL Here, we assume again that the thermaHzation of
the carriers at terminals is &st and a uniform distribution of carriers at the sur&ces of the temmals
is always maintained. Because of the characteristics of the Q&drical geometry, an effective
potential difference is induced for the particle waves traveling inward and outward. As the current
conservation requires the total amount of curroit passing through all the terminals being zero, the
current of the common terminal is the net dif^^ce of the currents that flow through tiie two half
CDBTD. We can therefore calculate the net current by Eq. (7.21) for the CDBID under different
bias configuratioiL
Figure 7. IS plots the I-V characteristic of the common terminal at 0 and 100 K for 1=1.
Other parameters used are those similar to those of Figure 7.9 except the radius of the first barrier,
Pe=2500 A, and the

A1concentration, >^.1. It is seen that the current of the common terminal

displays non-zero net curr^t, e^edally around the resonant peaks. Sin^ behavior is obtained
for hi^1 states. Therefore, for a general case wiiere the actual wavefimction of the carrier is the
si^erposition of di£^ent 1, the sbrong tran^on of the cunent could still exist. Since the position
dependence of the cylindrical wave is partial^ conq)ensated, it is seen that the oscillation is
relative^ small con^ared to the case vdien onfy one CDBTD is considered.
The characteristics for this device might lead to potential applications in &st digital

Alo iGao.9As GaAs Contacts
Barriers
Well
Figure 7.14.

l^ysical structure of the devices v^ch has three terminals and consists of

two identical semi-CDBTD.
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electronic circuits as the change of the current clearly defines two states. One distinguished
characteristic of the device is that common existing problems in a planar DBTD, such as phonon
and defect scattering at high teisperature, may be reduced. It is known that phonons can affect I-V
characteristics of DBTD by the phonon-assistant tunnelmg, \\iuch widens the resonant peaks m I-V
characteristics and reduces the peak-valley ratio. If two different planar DBTD's are connected,
one also gets effective difference in transmission and e^^ects similar characteristics as Figm-e 7.15.
However, one needs to know the difference of these planar DBTD's in order to get a good
operation. The most serious problem for the planar structure is that two different processes are
required to achieve different planar DBTD's. In the present device, on the contrary, two identical
CDBTD's are reqmred and therefore onfy one process is needed. As long as the thermalization at
termmals is fast enough to randomize the carriers, the CDBTD's will have similar phonon effects.
When one also recalls the &ct that I-V characteristics of the new device origmates from different
tunneUng processes induced by the structural asymmetry, one would believe that the temperature
will have less effects on the new device. Other elastic scattering processes could mostly mix
different 1 states, and the net current is not affected since the characteristics of the device are similar
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I-V characteristics of the common terminal for the device of Figure
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for allL This isvery inqjortant in realizing the operation of many quantum efiect devices not onfy
at low tenq)erature, but also at room tenq>erature. It is knoAvn that devices based on quantum
phenomena are accurate and &st. But th^^ are difScuIt to maintain at high tenq)erature. By
utilizing some symmetry properties, v^ch m prindple are independent of the tenq)erature,
quantum pheaomenon devices, or the so called functional devices, could be achieved more easity.
Tunneling time in cylindrical barriers
Tumieling time is of mcreasmg in^ortance as the size of semiconductor devices, based
on quantum tunneling, become smaller and smaller. To define a tunnelmg time, one faces the
following difficulties: 1) the nonexistence of a imique quantum-mechanical operator that gives
a time as its e:q>ectation value; 2) limits ia:q[>osed by the uncertainty princ^le; 3) the fact that a
measurement of time may depend on the particular way the measurement was performed.
Despite these fundamental difficulties, however, indirect methods are proposed to measure the
tunneling time. Among them are the phase delay [70], dwell time [71], Biittiker-Landauer
time [72], Lamor time [73], conqplex interaction times [74], and the group velocity time [75].
The agreement among these times is poor. Experimentally, tunneling time has been measured
by the scanning tunneling electron microscope [76], dynamic polarization surface charge [77],
metastable states [78], and time-resolved photolummescence [79].
a recent study [80], Biittiker-Landauer traversal times have been calculated for
smgle and double barriers with cylindrical geometry. In A\^at follows, the detail of this study
will be presented. Figure 7.16 shows a schematic that was used to physically explain the
meaning of Biittiker-Landauer traversal time by modulating the incident wave [81].

E+AE

Figure 7.16.

Schematic for the Biittiker-Landauer traversal time by the incident

wave modulation.
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The modulated mddent wavefUnction by two different energies and wave vectors is
¥m

+

^ jejqp

.

(7.24)
vs^ch basically consists of a modulation part with a frequency A£ / / for small A£. The out
commg wavefiuiction is
¥out

(7.25)

+r(£- A£)/42)[(A^ - «^)^]exp[^|.

where T(E) is the complex transmission coefficient for the incommg wave with energy E. For
small energy difference, the outcoming waveilinction can be approximated as
Wout« T(,E)if/f„ +
iEt'\

exp
.

'iAEt'
-dfep)p]exp
L Ti

.

(7.26)

nJ

The time that the wave spends m the barrier con(q)ared to the modulation time, a natural time
scale, should be proportional to the ratio of the coefficients in Eq. (7.26), or
T{E)
y\lb£

b£gr{E)l^
T{E)

(7.27)

v^ch yields
^BL

D\I^T{E,VQ)
dE

(7.28)

The second traversal time is obtained by physically modulating the barrier height in
time and thus a clock is mtroduced. Figure 7.17 shows the physics involved. As the barrier is
modulated by an external force with frequency of o), the reflected and transmitted wave will
consist of wavefimction of energy E±r[Ci). The transmissions for an opaque barrier
(k^d » 1) for those energies are
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V (t ) = V o + V ^cos((at)
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Figure 7.17.

E -DFTA

Schematic for the Btittiker-Landauer traversal time by the barrier

modulation.

T^ = T{E±^(O) = IVJLY\COF ejq,[±-=^=] - ll TiE) .
^{Vo-E)/2m
)

(7.29)

There is an interesting quantity, called asymmetry function, vdiich can be defined as
F{(o) =

~
"J" 3^

) tanh(ffiryK/ /

-E)l2m).

(7.30)

The quantity in the bracket has a unit of time wdiich is called as the characteristic time
t= ,
=.
^(VO-E)/2M

(7.31)

If one takes a look at the limitation of Eq. (7.29), one finds

(o-^o

\2x\y

T(E),

(7.32)

where t is considered as a tunnelmg time. In general [82], the expression is
T( V ) = Tl

D]IINE,VO)
DVO

(7.33)

Eq. (7.28) and Eq. (7.33) are to be used to calculate the tunneling time. The transmission
coefficients are obtained by the transfer matrix method as discussed before. The material
parameters are those used previously.
Figure 7.18 shows the traversal times, T(E) and R(TO for incident wave and barrier
modulations, of a 100 A AlxGai.xAs single cylindrical barrier embedded in GaAs bufier as a
fiinction of the incident energy (m the imit of the barrier height Vo) for the lowest order
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traveling wave (/ff

"(A:/?)).

Two A1 concentrations, 0.15 and 0.45, are presented. The radius

of the barrier, ro, is 2500 A. For comparison, the traversal times of a planar barrier with same
parameters are also plotted. It is seen that T(E) of the cylindrical barrier oscillates as a
fimction of the incident energy. The oscillation is very strong for low incident energy. This is
due to the strong difference between plane and cylindrical waves for small argument,
corresponding to low incident energy. From the figure, it is also seen that the period of the
oscillation is small for low incident energy and becomes large as the incident energy increases.
This corresponds to the fact that the cylindrical wave approaches the plane wave as the
argument becomes large, or high incident energy. It is quite interesting as well to notice that a
beat type behavior is seen in the oscillation as the barrier height increases.
While the traversal times obtained by modulating the incident wave in the cylindrical
barrier oscillate as a function of the incident energy, the oscillation is negUgible small in the
traversal time obtained by modulating the barrier height. From the figure,

T(V)

of the
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cylindrical barrier is almost identical to that of the planar barrier. If we recall the definition of
the traversal times, the phase of the incident wave at the surface of the barrier and its
evolution through the barrier are very important to the traversal times. When one modulates
the incident wave, the phase of the wave is modulated throughout the whole structure,
resulting in noticeable oscillation. For barrier height modulation, however, the phase of the
incident wave is only modulated in the barrier and this change of phase is not significant since
the wave in the barrier is evanescent for incident energy less than the barrier height, and
approaches to plane wave for incident energy larger than the barrier height as the argument of
the cylindrical wave is large now. Correspondingly, the oscillation is negligible small.
Figure 7.19 shows the traversal times, obtamed by modulating the incident wave and
barriers, of a cylindrical AlxGai.xAs-GaAs-AlxGaj.xAs double-barrier resonant tunneling
(DBRT) structure as a fimction of the incident energy (in the imit of the barrier height Vo) for
the lowest order traveling waves {Hf '^\kp)). In the calculation for barrier modulation, it is
assumed that barriers are modulated simultaneously. For comparison, we also plot the
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modulations, of a cylindrical 50-100-50 A Al^Gai.xAs-GaAs-AlxGai.xAs DBRT as a
fimction of the incident energy. The planar structure are also plotted for con:q)arison.
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traversal times for the correspondmg planar structure. The well width and barrier thickness
are 100 and SO A, respectively. The A1 concentrations are 0.15 and 0.45, and the radius of
the first barrier, ro, is 2500 A. We see that oscillation appears again ta the traversal time
obtained by modulating the incident wave, and it is very strong for low incident energy and
aroiind the valleys. In the nei^borhood of the resonant tunneling peaks, the oscillation is
smeared out by the strong peaks. The traversal times obtained by modulating the barrier
height do not ^ow noticeable oscillation, similar to the case of sin^e barrier. As the barrier
height increases, the beat behavior is seen again, especially at low incident energy and valleys.
We now discuss the significance of the present findings. It is known that the
consistency of the tunneling times obtamed by various methods is poor, especially for some
extreme cases such as low incident energy and incident energy approaching barrier height.
Smce real experiments are always performed on a spectrum, tunneling times have real
meaning only when they are averaged by the spectrum, wiiich may include correlation too. As
devices and systems become smaller, spectra associated with these systems are narrowing.
Meanwhile, if the ten^erature of the system, for exan^le a doped semiconductor-metal
interface or a double barrier resonant tunnelmg diode, is kept low enough, the dephasing
processes such as the collisions with phonons and defects are suppressed by the quantimi
phenomena. If the tunnelmg times of the cylindrical barriers are measured under these
conditions, the results can be used to distinguish the correct tunneling time. It is also noticed
that the period of the oscillations in the traversal times of present cylmdrical structures is
about 10"^ • F Q , \\Wch is about 1 meV. Therefore, a tenq)erature less than 10 K is required
for the observation of such oscillations.
Analog systems in electromagnetism
The features occurring in CQW demands small structures, in the order of 0.5 |xm.
They are not easy to fabricate. Therefore, analog problems, the transmission of
electromagnetic waves in dielectric layer systems with cylindrical geometry, such as single
(Uelectric layer, double-barrier resonant tunneling and multiple period Bragg reflector systems,
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have been studied by the author [83]. Meresting features were demonstrated in the
transmission spectra, due to the coherence of the propagation waves associated with this
geometry. &i particular, an increase of the resolution power (^atper transmission peaks) in
the double-barrier resonant tunnelmg system is demonstrated in the cylindrical structures
con:q>ared to that of the planar structure. Universal behavior, that the transmission at zero
frequency limit decreases substantially as the propagating wave changes firom plane to
cylindrical wave, has been shown in the spectra of these systems. Potential applications in
reducing the radiation energy loss for transferring large density ahemative current were
proposed. These studies are out of the scope of this project. Therefore, the interested reader
is recommended to the original article.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Fundamental properties of quantum well structures with a non-traditional geometry,
cylindrical geometry, have been studied theoretical^. General iteration method and transfer
matrix formalism are developed to study the structures. It is shown that CQWs display
mteresting features that origmated fiom the specific symmetry of the structure. The electronic
and optical properties can be changed dramatically by the utili2ation of a magnetic field. The
applications of the new structure include the resonant tunneling devices and in-situ tunable
semiconductor quantum well laser. It is also proposed quantum devices that operating on the
baac symmetry of the structure could lead to a performance that is less sensitive to the
thermal effect. The study is of fimdamental itiq)ortance to the basic knowledge of quantum
well structures.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, a few fuither developments of the subjects studied in this thesis could be
mentioned. As described in Part I, the structure proposed in this study and the phenomena
observed could be used by the industry for a better product. To provide another direct
confirmation to the phenomena, one is suggested to perform structiu:al characterizations of the
material of these devices with different tenq)late layers. The inq)rovement of the devices in
this study, by a better design wMch utilize the inherent properties of the materials, could be
e?(plored fiuther, especially in conjunction with tandem structures.
One ought not be discouraged by the theoretical nature of the structures proposed in
Part n. Nano structure physics, inchiding some biological materials, is currently of great
interest to the researchers and industries as well A device that eventually operates on the
physical properties of a smgle molecular is still a challenge ahead of us. Once the scale of the
key conq)onents is reduced to the nanometer range, a potential revolution will happen. The
search for a proper technique and material for nano structures is tough but a must. The study
performed in this project provides new information. It also opens a door to fiirther search for
useM applications based on particular geometrical structure. In its in&nt stage still, this
subject has yet to be e?q)lored. For exartq>le, a complete study of the lasing action in the
structure would be most mterestmg. This task is not easy as the effects of the exdton need be
addressed simultaneously, vdiich is also a new subject itself
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